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ABSTRA.CT 

JEFFS. SMITH 

THE STORIED EXPERIENCES OF REGISTERED NURSES' TRANSITION FROM 
PAPER TO ELECTRONIC NURSING DOCUMENTATION 

AUGUST 2010 

This narrative inquiry was designed to bring to life the storied 

experiences of registered nurses who have transitioned from paper to 

electronic nursing documentation and to provide a foundation for others 

who may be preparing to implement electronic documentation and wish 

to consider the significance of these nurses' stories of change in their 

own contexts. The study was guided by one research question: what does 

it mean for registered nurses to transition from paper to electronic 

nursing documentation? 

Eight registered nurses, working in the North Texas area and 

representing a cross section of ages, nursing experience, and gender; as 

well as hospital sizes and locations within the study's geographical 

setting were interviewed for this study. Their storied experiences of 

transitioning to electronic documentation are retold here, using the 

metaphorical narrative inquiry three-dimensional space as an analytical 

tool for placing participants' stories at the convergence of interaction, 

space, and temporality or continuity; a point named in this study as the 
V 



narrative moment. Education, support, and the environment of care were 

identified as major themes within the contextualized stories told by 

registered nurses. Sub-themes included generational differences in 

learning, communication, and patient safety. Findings support the notion 

that nurses desire systems that provide for patient safety, clear and 

accurate documentation, real-time and simultaneous access to patient 

information, quality care consistent with best practice and evidence

based research, ease of learning and use, and time savings. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Focus of Inquiry 

Although change is inherently value-neutral, personal experience 

colors human perceptions of change with a rich pallet of meaning, 

ranging along a continuum from pleasure to pain. The transition from 

paper to electronic nursing documentation represents a journey of 

necessary technological change in contemporary nursing practice, worthy 

of study and capable of inducing a variety of experiences and meanings 

for clinicians. Our ability to understand these experiences may ultimately 

influence whether we use the technology with the finesse of a scalpel or 

the force of a cudgel. While the journey from paper to electronic nursing 

documentation may at times follow a difficult and circuitous path, surely 

it is as the Chinese Tao Te Ching (Lao-tzu, trans. 1995, p. 83) states: A 

Journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step. 

Problem of Study 

Paper records, long viewed as critical components of the medico

legal record, are encumbered by numerous problems. Lost or damaged 

pages, illegible handwriting, and limited accessibility plague any paper-
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centric documentation system (Green & Thomas, 2008). Into this milieu 

enters the electronic health record (EHR), also ref erred to as the 

electronic medical record (EMR), with promises of multidisciplinary 

accessibility, improved precision, and accuracy of decision-critical patient 

data. The future of the EHR within health information technology (HIT) 

seems to be continually written anew, with some promises fulfilled and 

others remaining unrealized. As the number of hospital-based HIT 

systems rises, the competent use of electronic nursing documentation 

becomes a reasonable expectation in historically paper-centric acute care 

settings. However, since the failure rate for new HIT implementations in 

the U.S. is estimated at around 50 percent, adoption of these systems can 

be fraught with risk (Mannan, Murphy, & Jones, 2006). 

The introduction of electronic systems into clinical practice 

necessitates both process and behavioral change, which may present 

obstacles for nurses inexperienced with computerized clinical systems. 

According to Schein (1995), change can involve a profound 

psychologically-dynamic process, including painful unlearning and 

relearning as one cognitively attempts to restructure one's thoughts, 

perceptions, feelings, and attitudes. Significant workflow problems may 

occur when introducing electronic nursing documentation and nurses 

may experience adoption issues, including anger, resentment, decreased 
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job satisfaction, and resistance to change. These issues can potentially 

lead to poor job performance and impaired patient safety. 

Resistance to change in nursing documentation format is often 

compounded by a failure to appreciate that documenting patient care and 

nursing practice in a more standardized language can contribute to 

autonomy in nursing (Beyea, 2002). Resulting disruptions in patient care 

and clinical workflow can adversely affect communication and patient 

safety, thereby affecting patient outcomes and diminishing the perceived 

value of nursing care. To ensure successful implementation and provide 

consistently safe patient care, healthcare leaders considering the 

transition to electronic nursing documentation systems need to 

anticipate, understand, and address the experiences that may become 

problematic for the nursing staff. 

In the current healthcare economy, successful implementation of 

electronic documentation systems requires the judicious apportionment 

of time, capital, and personnel. A commitment of this magnitude makes 

the potential failure described by several authors (Mannan, Murphy, & 

Jones, 2006; Jvliddleton, Hammond, Brennan & Cooper, 2005) an 

unacceptable outcome for healthcare entities. The retelling of registered 

nurses' experiences in this small, in-depth study may provide an 

important step in illuminating their perceptions of the challenges and 
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advantages of electronic nursing and may yield valuable information to 

drive further study, guide practice, and inform policy. 

In spite of Oscar Wilde's (1959) approbation that experience is the 

name we give to our mistakes, personal experience often produces 

perspectives seldom gained through other means of knowledge 

accumulation. Speaking out against any prejudice that diminishes 

experience as a source of knowledge, Dewey (1981) warned: 

The most serious indictment to be brought against non-empirical 

philosophies is that they have cast a cloud over the things of 

ordinary experience .... I cannot calculate how much of current 

cynicism, indifference, and pessimism is due to these causes and 

the deflection of intelligence they have brought about. (pp. 40-41) 

Researchers and healthcare executive officers do well to heed Dewey's 

warning and carefully consider the ordinary experiences of registered 

nurses transitioning from paper to electronic nursing documentation. 

Failure to do so may lead us to unfortunate agreement \Vith the proverb: 

Good judgment comes from experience. Experience comes from bad 

judgment. 

Qualitative methodologies are well-suited to the study of registered 

nurses' storied experiences. Within the realm of qualitative research, 

narrative inquiry is a uniquely appropriate method for describing the 
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individual's experience in the world, " ... an experience that is storied both 

in the living and telling and that can be studied by listening, observing, 

living alongside another, and writing and interpreting texts" (Clandinin & 

Rosiek, 2007, p. 43). After all, in the day-to-day world of direct care it is 

the nurse who consistently tells the stories of the patient and of nursing 

care. 

Statement of Purpose 

The purpose of this narrative inquiry was twofold: (a) to bring to 

life the storied experiences, including the thoughts, perceptions, feelings, 

and attitudes of registered nurses who have transitioned from paper to 

electronic nursing documentation and (b) to provide a foundation for 

others who may be preparing to implement electronic documentation and 

wish to consider the significance of these nurses' stories of change in 

their own contexts. 

Rationale for the Study 

In healthcare, as in life, change is all around us and how we handle 

change affects our satisfaction, competency and performance. As 

described by Marcus, Dorn, Kriteck, Miller and Wyatt (1995), "There is 

little that is permanent: change is a given" (p. 403). Understanding 

nurses' perceptions and attitudes toward changes brought about by the 

introduction of computerized documentation or any other technology 
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into nursing practice is important on several levels. At the organizational 

level, healthcare entities must anticipate nurses' attitudes so they can 

promote change and decrease conflict. Requirements for a legal medical 

record, regulatory and statutory requirements, as well as patient and 

nurse safety issues surrounding nursing documentation also affect 

nurses' attitudes, perceptions and readiness to accept computerization. 

Better preparation leads to improved competency and improved 

patient/nurse safety as graduates move into clinical practice. 

This study holds significance for all partners in healthcare because 

difficulties experienced during the introduction of electronic nursing 

documentation can develop in snowball-like fashion for affected 

stakeholders. By clarifying and understanding the experiences, thoughts, 

perceptions, feelings, and attitudes of nurses who have transitioned from 

paper to electronic documentation, all stakeholders in patient care may 

be better-served in the adoption of clinically appropriate technologies. 

According to van Manen (1997), the storied narrative has the power to 

compel, to lead us to reflect, to involve us personally, and to transform. 

Through the telling of their stories participants in the study may gain a 

better understanding of their feelings and insight into their behavior 

related to these personal experiences. 
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In turn, the study is significant for all nurses who are required to 

adopt electronic documentation systems. There are 3 .1 million registered 

nurses in the United States, comprising the largest professional group in 

healthcare and outnumbering physicians nearly four-to-one. Still, nurses 

remain a scare resource working in high-stress, information-intensive 

environments and often find their need for mobility, access to relevant 

clinical information, and ability to collaborate with colleagues and 

patients frustrated by inefficient paper-based processes (Healthcare 

·without Bounds, 2007). 

Efficiency in communication can be improved, which can lead to 

improved awareness of patient conditions. Improved awareness leads to 

an overall improvement in patient care quality (Lai, Liu, Hsu, & Chen, 

2001). The nursing implications for the appropriate storage, retrieval, and 

sharing of electronic information, as well as incumbent ethical concerns 

with the electronic record impose an even greater significance for nurses. 

Because EHR information can often be stored as discrete data elements, 

the significance for nursing research is enormous. Concurrent and 

retrospective chart reviews, ad hoc administrative reports, and data 

mining from longitudinal data repositories can provide statistics in 

support of regulatory compliance, as well as a deeper, richer description 

of patient care and outcomes. While all members of a multidisciplinary 
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care team may share in the benefits provided by the electronic record, 

registered nurses may play the more critical role in documenting the 

totality of patient care, due to their ongoing presence at the bedside 

(Langowski, 2005). 

In a larger sense, this study is significant for contemporary society. 

Anyone who becomes a patient, relying on nursing care provided by 

clinicians using electronic documentation to record their care is 

potentially impacted, since improved use and adoption by nurses can 

improve the quality of the medical record. The quality of the medical 

record will contribute to improving the quality of care for all patients. As 

noted by Shekelle, Morton, and Keeler (2006), "HIT has the potential to 

enable a dramatic transformation in the delivery of health care, making it 

safer, more effective, and more efficient" (p. v). 

Philosophical Underpinnings/Theoretical Framework 

Regarding the application of theoretical frameworks to narrative 

inquiry, Clandinin and Connelly (2000) noted, "The 'framework' is a 

formalistic view; it is a view that things are never what they are but are 

rather what our framework or point of view or perspective or outlook 

makes of them" (p. 3 9). They described several tensions at the boundaries 

shared between narrative inquiry and formalistic thinking and advised 

inquirers, "This learning to think narratively at the boundaries between 
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narrative and other forms of inquiry is, perhaps, the single most 

important feature of successful narrative thinking" (Clandinin & Connelly, 

2000, p. 2 5). Still, narrative inquiry does honor a particular philosophical 

lineage that provides the reader a point of reference for interpretation of 

the text and a context for the conversation between inquirer and 

participant. The conceptualization of narrative inquiry embraced by 

Connelly and Clandinin (1990) did not spring forth without background 

or precedent. Its lineage includes the underpinnings of John Dewey's 

(1938) pragmatic philosophy and overtones of social constructivism. 

Utilizing the form of narrative inquiry described by Clandinin and 

Connelly (2000), one is continually mindful that the foundations of their 

work can in turn be traced back through Polkinghorne's (1988) 

understanding of narrative analysis, Cole's (1989) and Schwab's (1969, 

1973) work, to Dewey's (1938) philosophy of interconnected experience. 

Dewey's Theory of Experience 

The term experience has been defined and described in several 

ways, from Aristotle's philosophical dualism to the arguments of post

positivistic qualitative researchers. For the purpose of this study, the 

theory of experience found in John Dewey's (1938) pragmatic philosophy 

serves as an important philosophical anchor for narrative inquiry. 

Clandinin and Rosiek (2007) noted, 
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By situating the philosophical foundation of narrative inquiry 

within a Deweyan theory of experience, we intend to work toward 

clarifying difference and affinities narrative inquiry has with other 

areas of scholarship. Our intent in claiming a Deweyan the~:>ry of 

experience as central to the epistemology and ontology of narrative 

inquiry allows us to sharpen distinctions between both narrative 

inquiry and other scholarly traditions as well as to sharpen 

distinctions within the field of narrative inquiry. (p. 38) 

Describing its fundamentally pragmatic importance, Dewey (1976) 

described experience as " ... a notation of an inexpressible as that which 

decides the ultimate status of all which is expressed; inexpressible not 

because it is so remote and transcendent, but because it is so 

immediately engrossing and matter of course" (p. 325, footnote 1). 

Clandinin and Rosiek (2007) interpreted this to mean that experience is 

the fundamental ontological category from which all inquiry flows. They 

further noted that because Dewey considered every experience to be 

defined by interaction between a self and its world, his ontology is 

transactional rather than transcendental. 

Considering the epistemological implications generated by this 

transactional ontology, Clandinin and Rosiek (2007) commented, "It 

implies that the regulative ideal for inquiry is not to generate an 
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exclusively faithful representation of a reality independent of the 

knower" (p. 39). Instead, they argued, it is to generate a new relationship 

between a human being and the surrounding environment. For the 

narrative inquirer, these implications tilt the underlying philosophical 

nature of narrative inquiry toward epistemology rather than ontology. 

Social Constructivism 

Narrative inquiry, as described by Clandinin and Connelly (2000) 

and Bruner (2004) manifests certain elements of social constructivism, as 

these descriptions include references to the social and personally 

constructed aspects of lived experience. The initial development of social 

constructivism is often attributed to Soviet psychologist Lev Vygotsky 

(1962), who argued that all cognitive functions originate in and are 

therefore products of social interactions. Vygotsky also postulated that 

learning is not merely the assimilation and accommodation of new 

knowledge. Instead, learning is the process by which learners were 

integrated into a social community of knowledge. Social constructivism 

emphasizes the importance of culture and context in understanding what 

occurs in society and constructing knowledge based on this 

understanding (Derry, 1999; McMahon, 1997). This perspective is also 

associated with Bruner's (2004) developmental theories and Bandura's 

(1986) social cognitive theory. The philosophy offered by Bruner is a 
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constructivist approach, which "takes as its central premise that 'world 

making' is the principal function of mind" (p. 691). Within this 

overarching structure, Bruner posits two theses: (a) we seem to have no 

other way to describe lived time except in the form of a narrative and (b) 

the interaction between life and narrative is a two-way street; just as art 

may imitate life, so life may imitate art. In this sense, narrative imitates 

life. 

Social constructivism is based on specific assumptions about 

reality, knowledge, and learning. Like all constructivists, social 

constructivists believe that reality is constructed through human activity. 

This is the foundation for the constructivist viewpoint. As noted by Kukla 

(2000), societal members invent the properties of their world. Reality can 

not be discovered because it is continually formed and reformed by 

social invention. In like manner, knowledge is also a socially and 

culturally constructed human product (Ernest, 1999; Prawat & Floden, 

1994). Each of us creates meaning through our interactions with others 

and with our lived environment. Learning is seen by the social 

constructivist as a social process. McMahon (1997) stated that learning 

takes place within and without the individual, involving much more than 

the passive development of behaviors shaped by external forces. In this 

context, meaningful learning occurs when individuals are engaged in 
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social activities. The tenets of social constructivism make it an ideal 

backdrop for the study of the experiences of nurses learning a new form 

of documentation in the social and cultural setting of acute care nursing 

practice. As a philosophical underpinning social constructivism provides 

a solid framework for the exploration of the stories of shared social and 

cultural experiences of nurses who have transitioned from paper 

documentation to electronic records. 

Researcher's Relationship to the Topic 

My first exposure to computers in health care occurred when I 

began working as a hospital-based laboratory technician around 1977. At 

that time my responsibilities included performing biochemical and 

toxicological assays and I daily used an automated clinical analyzer called 

a Sequential Multiple Analyzing Computer•M (SMAC), which was 

manufactured by Technicon Corporation. The popularity of this analytical 

method and the machine itself is underscored by the fact that certain 

chemistry assays are still often ref erred to as SMAs by many clinicians. 

The first desktop computer I can remember seeing in a hospital 

came from Radio Shack and had very few functions but it piqued my 

interest in the technology it represented. I became an early adopter of 

home computing in 1982, when Commodore International introduced the 

Commodore 64 computer. When I began my nursing career in the early 
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1980s the discussions of how computers might revolutionize health care 

were just beginning to boil. 

The presence of computers and the reliance on information 

technology burgeoned during the last two decades of the century and in 

1995 I found myself working on a project to implement computerized 

nursing documentation in all of my hospital's nursing units. Splitting my 

time between the roles of staff nurse and clinical analyst for the 

electronic documentation system, I was able to view the introduction of 

this system from several disparate perspectives; as a clinical analyst, a 

content builder, and as a clinical end-user. Our team's efforts were 

somewhat hampered by an incomplete and perhaps naive understanding 

of the system itself and of the effects the system would come to have on 

the nursing staff. We were not as prepared as we could have been in 

adapting the technology to nursing practice or assisting the nursing staff 

in adapting their practice to the new technology. An improved 

understanding of nurses' experiences may have afforded us a clearer 

picture of how the introduction of new documentation technology into 

our clinical areas would affect patient care, clinical workflow, and nurse 

satisfaction. Potentially, this knowledge and understanding could have 

saved time, money, and anguish during the implementation process by 
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altering our rollout plan, staff education, and overall design of the 

documentation flow-sheets. 

For several years I worked for a large clinical information systems 

corporation, teaching the design and use of clinical applications. My area 

of expertise was in electronic documentation for all health care 

disciplines, with an emphasis on nursing documentation for critical care 

and emergency services areas. I taught electronic documentation with an 

ongoing emphasis on the context in which the technology will be used 

and I continue to believe all stakeholders need to understand the 

complex effects of this technology on the staff who will be asked to 

integrate it into their daily practice. It is my hope that this study will be a 

positive step toward that understanding by highlighting the stories of 

nurses who have experienced the transition from paper to electronic 

documentation. 

Assumptions and Definitions 

Assumptions 

For purposes of this study, it is assumed that: 

1. Participants in the study will respond in a manner that will 

honestly represent the meanings they ascribe to their 

experience. 
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2. Prudent practice of professional nursing requires the 

documentation of all dimensions of care. 

3. Medication administration documentation is a separate and 

distinct topic and is therefore excluded from the definition of 

nursing documentation used in this study. It may be 

implemented without other nursing documentation and is 

dependent upon several technologies beyond the scope of this 

study. 

Definition of Terms 

The fallowing terms are considered relevant to this study and are 

more fully discussed in the next chapter: 

Nursing Documentation. While the literature makes reference to the 

term nursing documentation, no definition exists for this combined 

descriptor. For the purposes of this study, nursing documentation is 

defined as documentary evidence, conforming to historical and objective 

facts, in substantiation of the duties and profession of a nurse. In their 

analysis of the structure and content embodied in the EHR, Hayrinen, 

Saranto, and Nykanen (2008) identified several data components typically 

documented in the nursing record: daily charting, medication 

administration, physical assessments, admission nursing notes, nursing 

care plans, present complaints, past medical, surgical, social, and family 
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histories, home medications, discharge notes, problems, and 

immunizations. 

While the act of recording medication administration is clearly 

within the practice of professional nursing, as previously noted in the 

assumptions for this study, I have intentionally excluded it from the 

operational definition used here. Medication administration technologies 

can be implemented with or without electronic nursing documentation 

and are often viewed as distinct and separate systems. Their unique 

positioning necessitates discussions of pharmacy practice, bar coding 

technologies, medication reconciliation, and a host of questions that I 

feel would color the narrative in ways that are better served through 

separate inquiry. 

Electronic. According to the Princeton University WordNet (2006) 

electronic is an adjective relating to electronics, concerned with or using 

devices that operate on principles governing the behavior of electrons. 

Nursing. The definition of nursing, according to the American 

Nurses Association (2009), includes, "The protection, promotion, and 

optimization of health and abilities, prevention of illness and injury, 

alleviation of suffering through the diagnosis and treatment of human 

response, and advocacy in the care of individuals, families, communities, 

and populations" (What is Nursing?, , 2)~ 
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Documentation. Documentation is defined as the act or an instance 

of furnishing or authenticating with documents in substantiation and 

conformity to historical or objective facts (Merriam-Webster, 2006). This 

may include the provision of footnotes,· appendices, or addenda referring 

to or containing documentary evidence. When defined in relation to 

information science, the term refers to the usually printed instructions 

and information for using a piece or system of computer hardware or 

software. 

Computer. Long before electronic computers were invented, the 

term computer was used to describe a person who computes; a person 

performing mathemat~cal calculations. In contemporary parlance the 

term generally describes a device that is a data processor, information 

processing system, or a machine for performing automatic calculations. 

Experience. Dewey's (1938) theory of experiences stated that 

experience arises from the interaction of continuity and interaction. 

Continuity infers that each experience will influence an individual's 

future, for better or for worse. Interaction refers to the situational 

influence on the individual's experience. 

Summary 

The experiences of others, relayed through the telling of personal 

stories, often serve to guide us in our own decision-making processes. 
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When reported from several sources, common themes in cautionary or 

laudatory tales may influence our decision to purchase a product, employ 

a particular service provider, or hire a prospective job applicant. In 

similar fashion, the storied experiences of registered nurses who have 

already navigated the journey from paper to electronic documentation 

may offer a valuable glimpse into the changes in workflow, procedure, 

and documentation of patient care that accompany the implementation 

of HIT in patient care areas. Given the expense and complexity of HIT, 

healthcare entities planning to purchase and implement electronic 

nursing documentation systems need to consider not only the perceived 

benefits that may accrue to patient care but also the range of effects the 

introduction of these technologies will have on nurses destined to use 

them in clinical practice. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

In spite of the dynamic, continuously evolving, and forward-looking 

nature of professional nursing practice, nurses in many healthcare 

settings remain shackled to a paper-based system of documentation 

reflecting a distant past. However, in a growing number of clinical 

settings computerized documentation is rapidly replacing paper because 

the electronic medical record promises significant advances in patient 

care in terms of readability, availability and data quality (Roukema et al., 

2006). 

As healthcare organizations strive to rapidly adopt electronic 

information systems to replace paper-centric nursing documentation, the 

methods for telling the story of nurse work must also change. Nurses 

must be prepared to adapt to the significant changes to daily practice by 

becoming proficient in computerized nursing documentation. In 

co·unterpoint, nurse executives are challenged to translate the mission of 

their healthcare organization into outcomes that reflect what is best for 

patients, staff, and other stakeholders. Demonstrating the advantages of 

transitioning from paper to electronic nursing documentation can be a 
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key tool in meeting this challenge (Mustain, Lowry, & Wilhoit, 2008). Open 

and frank dialogue at all organizational levels may facilitate this change 

as executives heed Kotter and Cohen's (2002) advice: "People change 

what they do less because they are given analysis that shifts their 

thinking than because they are shown a truth that influences their 

feeling" (p. 1 ). 

Defining Nursing Documentation 

A brief discussion of the implied boundaries described by nursing 

documentation is in order. No single definition exists for the term 

nursing documentation. However, the combination of definitions for the 

individual words facilitates a conceptual and operational definition, 

serviceable as a foundation for discussing registered nurses' experiences. 

The 11 th edition of Merriam-Webster's Collegiate Dictionary (2003) defines 

nursing as the profession or duties of a nurse, while defining 

documentation as the act or an instance of furnishing or authenticating 

with documents in substantiation and conformity to historical or 

objective facts. Using these simplified definitions of the component 

parts, I have defined the combination term nursing documentation as 

documentary evidence, conforming to historical and objectives facts, in 

substantiation of the duties and profession of a nurse. 
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Nursing documentation is the written record that tells the story of 

nursing care and makes nursing work visible to others. When nurses fail 

to adequately document the work they do and the services they perform, 

the result is an invisibility of the real work of nurses in the written 

records of health services (Pearson, 2003). Nursing documentation is 

complex because it reflects the complexity of nursing itself. "Nursing 

practice is very complex, dealing not only with medical phenomena but 

also with multiple nursing phenomena and the related necessary 

assessments, conclusions of the assessments, interventions and 

outcomes for individual phenomenon and for combinations of 

phenomena" (Lang, 2008, p. 232). 

Nursing documentation, an integral component of professional 

nursing practice, should describe the individual needs of patients, 

planned and executed interventions for patients, evaluation of those 

interventions, and discharge notes (Bjornvell, Wredling, & Thorell

Ekstrand, 2003). Documentation is an inevitable part of the life of every 

primary care nurse and is "a valuable method for demonstrating that, 

within the nurse-client relationship, the nurse has applied nursing 

knowledge, skills and judgment according to professional standards" 

(CRNBC, 2007, p. 6). Nursing documentation includes the reason for 

giving care, the judgments made, interventions, and the outcomes of care 
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(Tornvall, Wilhelmsson, & Wahren, 2004) and is a precondition for good 

patient care, communication and cooperation within a multidisciplinary 

health care team (Ammenwerth, Mansmann, Iller, & Eichstadter, 2003). 

Historical Perspectives 

Before electronic computers became commercially available, the 

term computer referred in a literal sense to a person who computes; a 

person performing mathematical calculations. Often, teams of computers 

were used to undertake complex calculations, with the work divided into 

parallel streams to assure accuracy. One of the earlier examples of 

organized human computing was provided by Alexis Claude Clairaut 

(1713-1765), a Frenchman who, assisted by two colleagues, calculated the 

timing of the return of Halley's Comet (Grier, 2001). Approximately one 

century later, Indian mathematician Radhanath Sikdar was employed as a 

computer for the Great Trigonometric Survey of India in 1840. He is 

credited with calculating the height of Mount Everest (Grier, 2005). 

The dream of improving patient care through the use of a complete 

EHR can be traced to the mid- l 960's, when clinicians at El Camino 

Hospital in California were filmed charting their clinical activities on a 

video display monitor using a tethered light pen (Gale & Gale, 2007). This 

hospital was the first customer of the TDS Health Care System, a 

Lockheed spin-off of the space program. Through this program the U.S. 
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Congress wanted to show that the technology used to attempt a moon 

landing could also have practical, everyday applications. The system 

supported order entry, result reporting, medication tracking and 

scheduling, vital signs, nursing support systems, and daily charting 

(Burback, 1998). 

During the l 970's the first pioneering HIT companies attempted to 

automate care delivery areas. The l 980's saw limited growth in the field, 

with only a handful of companies offering limited nursing solutions for 

intensive care and general patient care areas. Fewer than 50 acute care 

provider organizations embraced the dream of an EHR during this 

decade. Improved industry growth followed during the l 990's as most 

major HIT vendors developed nursing documentation solutions; with 

moderately successful adoption in nursing areas. In the 21 st century HIT 

has passed a tipping point, where a number of vendors are successfully 

providing commercial grade solutions across the acute care spectrum and 

nurses can perform a wide range of documentation using little or no 

paper (Gale & Gale, 2007). 

In 2004 President George W. Bush introduced a mandate for an 

electronic health record (EHR) for most Americans by 2014. To 

coordinate the development of this program the President established the 

Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology 
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(ONCHIT) within the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. As 

described by Korin and Quattrone (2007) the adoption of EHRs by 

healthcare providers and the use of personal health records by patients 

were two of the goals identified to guide the adoption of information 

technology in health care. President Bush's mandate led to an accelerated 

implementation rate for hospital electronic documentation systems and 

the formation of a new vendor's association with the Health Information 

and Management Systems Society (HIMSS, 2005). 

Steady progress is being made in the transition to the EHR, 

implying that as hospitals attempt to fully realize the promise of HIT, an 

increasing number of registered nurses are or will be transitioning from 

paper to electronic documentation. As reported in the American Hospital 

Association's (AHA) 2007 survey of HIT adoption, "Despite the financial 

and implementation challenges of health IT adoption, hospitals continue 

to accelerate their use of health IT, with 68 percent reporting fully or 

partially implemented electronic health records (EHRs) in 2006" (p. 2). 

Title IV of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Tax Act of 

2009 (ARRT), recently enacted by Congress, includes provisions 

collectively known as the Health Information Technology for Economic 

and Clinical Health Act (HITECH Act). The HITECH Act is intended to 

promote the use of technology in healthcare, principally by providing 
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incentives for hospitals and physicians to adopt an EHR system before 

the end of 2015. David Blumenthal, head of the ONC, stated in late 

February, 2010 that the ONC will exercise its authority to expedite the 

authorization of vendors of EHR systems. This announcement supersedes 

the ONC's 2009 decision to keep the Certification Commission for Health 

Information Technology (CCHIT) as the nation's sole EHR certification 

authority (Conn, 2010). 

ARRT stimulus incentives are designed to reduce healthcare costs 

by accelerating the use of I~ to improve quality, safety and efficiency by 

following the model of improved communication, connectivity, and 

automation. Funding and incentives provisioned in the HITECH Act are 

tied to meaningful use of technology, a term yet to be fully defined by the 

U.S. Government. Toward this end, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid 

Services (CMS) issued a proposed rule on December 30, 2009 for 

meaningful use and provider qualifications for IT subsidy programs 

under Medicare and Medicaid (Conn, 2010). 

In general terms, an eligible professional will be deemed a 

meaningful EHR user for a payment year's reporting period: (a) If it is 

demonstrated to the satisfaction of the HHS Secretary that during such 

period the professional is using certified EHR technology in a meaningful 

manner, which may include electronic documentation and prescribing; (b) 
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certified EHR technology is connected in a manner that provides for the 

electronic exchange of health information to improve the quality of 

health care, such as promoting the coordination of care; and ( c) the 

eligible professional submits information regarding clinical quality 

measures and other similar measures, as selected by the HHS Secretary 

(HITECH Act, 2009). 

Attitudes and Adoption 

Healthcare organizations and methods of healthcare delivery 

continually undergo change. Some changes may be subtle and difficult to 

articulate, while others may be substantial and obvious to casual 

observers. Within the last decade or so, one such change has been the 

gradual transition from paper documentation to an increasing reliance on 

computers in clinical areas, yet Toof any (2006) reported that 

technophobia among nurses continues. While representing a somewhat 

extreme viewpoint, some nurses express fear that technology will take 

over the nursing role; that computers and machines will altogether 

replace nurses (Simpson, 2005). Fear can produce significant resistance to 

change, as evidenced by the nursing resistance to the introduction of 

computerized documentation systems documented by Timmons (2003). 

For many nurses computerized documentation represents the 

unknown; a gap in their personal knowledge base. Paper is familiar, a 
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known quantity, and requires no technical expertise other than the ability 

to read and write. Although clinicians may not consciously acknowledge 

the process, they are constantly required to fill in where their knowledge, 

or knowledge itself, falls short. The electronic health record can help 

clinicians bridge the gap between what they know and what they do not 

(Stewart, Shah, Selna, Paulus & Walker, 2007). When viewed in this light 

computerized documentation can be seen as a powerful tool, even for the 

novice. This success comes as a result of training and education that 

leads to a level of expertise and comfort. Nurses with expertise in 

computer use have a more favorable attitude toward electronic 

documentation than those with less expertise (Moody, Slocumb, Berg, & 

Jackson, 2004). 

Successful change to computerized documentation in a system 

acculturated to paper is sensitive to attitudes and perceptions that may 

impede implementation or negatively affect patient safety. Several 

authors (e.g. Ivory, 2007; Morjikian, Kimball, & Joynt, 2007) described 

three barriers to the successful transition from paper to electronic 

nursing documentation: fear, apathy, and competing priorities. The first 

two barriers are attitudes that may be mollified through continued 

vigilance and attention to users' experiences, while administrative 

priorities related to system implementation processes and nursing 
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priorities related to patient care may require clarification to avoid real or 

perceived conflicts. 

Nurses' perceptions of effective use of their time are critical to the 

successful adoption of computerized systems (Banet, Jeff e, Williams, & 

Asaro, 2006). Nurses need to feel that the computer system will allow 

flexibility in decision-making and will not impede patient care. Korst, 

Eusebio-Aneja, Chamorro, Aydin and Gregory (2003), who studied 

concurrent paper and computerized charting, concluded that the amount 

of time spent on computerized documentation was actually somewhat 

less than that devoted to paper. Along similar lines, Dignem and 

McCarten (2002) found that computerized documentation could enhance 

the ability to identify problem areas in charted patient goals and 

outcomes. Additionally, electronic nursing documentation systems can 

introduce nurses to new skills and knowledge that may improve their 

quality of care (Lee, 2006). 

Factors Affecting Attitudes, Adoption, and Competency 

Organizational Influences 

The transition from paper forms to computerized nursing 

documentation requires large monetary, personnel and time 

commitments on the part of any healthcare organization. Initial startup 

costs, ongoing maintenance, and return on investment concerns are 
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obstacles that must be addressed when considering implementation of 

electronic documentation systems (Clark, 2006). The substantial changes 

in organizational philosophy and the mechanics of daily nursing make it 

incumbent upon the organization to understand its own approach to 

managing change. Amid rapid change the organization must promote 

flexibility at all levels to ensure sustainable achievement of 

organizational goals (Marcus, Dorn, Kriteck, Miller, & Wyatt, 1995). As 

with most innovations, timing and the temporal nature of the project are 

important in the adoption process. Drawing upon Rogers' (1983) theory 

of diffusion of innovation, Burns and Grove (2004, p. 686) identified 

three time periods affecting diffusion and adoption: the time from when 

people first hear of the innovation until they either accept or reject it, the 

innovativeness of the person or agency that determines the timeframe 

needed for adoption, and the number of individuals within the social 

system who adopt an innovation within a given span of time. 

Pearce (2007) describes ten steps to managing change: (a) ensure 

adequate initial planning, (b) provide support, (c) involve staff, (d) 

demonstrate commitment, (e) consider the impact on team members, (f) 

recognize and deal with resistance, (g) communicate, (h) use management 

tools, (i) evaluate change, and U) avoid pitfalls. Pearce's steps can be 

applied to the management of change necessary when implanting 
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electronic documentation systems, where negative nursing attitudes 

toward the change to electronic documentation may be mitigated by 

n1ulti-directional communication and the involvement of nursing staff in 

planning and implementation processes. 

Within any organization there are natural barriers and facilitators 

to new processes. These can augment or impede an organization's ability 

to promote change and affect, for good or ill, the attitudes exhibited by 

staff. Saleem et al. (2005) noted several of these barriers and facilitators. 

Barriers included lack of coordination between staff, poor interface 

usability, and lack of system flexibility. Facilitators included strategic 

location of computer workstations and the ability to document system 

problems and receive prompt administrator feedback. Kirkey (2004) also 

described the need for organizations to stress the benefits of 

computerized documentation; including fewer illegible entries and 

medical errors, more accurate medical records, savings in time and costs, 

and better patient care and compliance with treatment. 

Organizational expectations play an important part in the success 

or failure of any HIT implementation. Although speaking to the problem 

of IT implementation in long-term care, Yu (2006) observed that the 

combination of managerial skepticism concerning the ability and 

willingness of older caregivers, predominantly women, to use computers 
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and uncertainty introduced by change associated vvith implementing a 

new system produced a significant barrier to succ'essful IT transitions. 

Nurses themselves express a variety of perceptions concerning the 

use of electronic documentation and its attendant hardware in their 

clinical areas. The promise of real time, point of care charting offered by 

electronic nursing documentation systems remains unfulfilled in some . 

settings due to poor adoption by registered nurses. Malkary's (2007) 

Spyglass Consulting Group interviewed more than 100 nurses in acute 

and ambulatory care environments nationvvide and found several 

concerns echoed by the participants. Nurses expressed concern about the 

usability and portability of business class computers deployed for point 

of care use. They also felt electronic documentation systems are often 

used as remote, rather than point of care systems because nurses often 

document initially on paper at the bedside and then transfer their notes 

from paper to the computer at a later, more convenient time. Finally, 

nurses interviewed for this study believe their organizations lack the 

technical infrastructure necessary to reliably support point of care 

documentation. Whether founded or not, these findings indicate the 

presence of perceptions that vvill color any attempt to transition from 

paper to electronic nursing documentation in ways that are deserving of 

serious consideration by healthcare administrators. 
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Regulatory Considerations 

Whether nursing documentation is completed on paper or in an 

electronic format, the Federal government and regulatory agencies have 

described certain elements that must be contained in the medico-legal 

record. How the completion of these required elements is accomplished 

can be a source of positive attitude reinforcement when changing from 

paper to computerized records. Evidence for this approach can be found 

in the Boston Visiting Nurses Association's (BVNA) experience. The BVNA, 

which provided over 250,000 home visits to more than 14,000 patients in 

2005, converted over 40 paper forms to a computerized format and 

introduced the use of tablet PCs for its nurses. According to Lorion 

(2007), the BVNA improved the quality of patient documentation, · 

timeliness of reports and billing cycles, and improved communication 

between clinicians in the field, office staff and physicians. Also noted was 

a secondary effect of enhanced clinician satisfaction and compliance. 

Hospitals receiving federal reimbursement dollars for patient care 

must maintain current accreditation status and are subject to mandatory 

judicial and regulatory oversight. Hospitals not participating in 

Medicare/Medicaid services generally participate in accreditation 

programs to assure high quality standards and to attract patients to their 

facilities. In 2004 the Joint Commission expanded its National Patient 
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Safety Goals to include a list of dangerous abbreviations, acronyms, and 

symbols that should not be used in clinical documentation. The 

guidelines cover all clinical documentation, including order forms and 

documentation, progress notes, consultation reports, and operative 

reports. The Joint Commission (2009) directives state: 

For accreditation purposes, the official "do not use" list applies, at 

a minimum, to all orders and all medication-related documentation 

that is handwritten (including free-text computer entry) or on pre

printed forms. This requirement does not currently apply to 

preprogrammed health information technology systems (for 

example, electronic medical records or CPOE systems), but remains 

under consideration for the future. Organizations contemplating 

introduction or upgrade of such systems should strive to eliminate 

the use of dangerous abbreviations, acronyms, symbols, and dose 

designations from the software. ("Do not use" list, , 2) 

The avoidance of "do not use" abbreviations raises legal, 

regulatory, and patient safety issues for nurses and healthcare entities. 

Open discussions of these issues may positively affect nursing attitudes 

toward electronic documentation, since the system may be capable of 

either guiding the nurse away from prohibited abbreviations, suffixes and 

acronyms or altogether preventing their use. 
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Efficiency and Communication 

The introduction of any hardware, software or procedure 

accurately described as time-saving and promoting patient/nurse safety 

should be potentially well-accepted by nurses. A study partially funded 

by the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) noted that 

computerized medical information management systems installed in 

intensive care units can significantly reduce the time spent by nurses on 

documentation and give them more time for direct patient care. 

According to AHRQ Director Carolyn M. Clancy, M.D., "This adds to the 

growing body of evidence that information technology can greatly 

improve the efficiency, effectiveness and quality of health care delivery" 

(Computers = more time for ICU patients. 2004, p. 6). 

In another study, Saarinen and Aho (2005) found that working with 

computers was slightly more time-consuming than manual 

documentation but noted the nurses also spent more time on direct 

intensive care nursing. While directed toward physicians rather than 

nurses, a study by Adams, Mann, and Bauchner (2003) concluded that the 

use of an electronic medical record was associated with improved quality 

of care and was well-accepted by staff and patient families in a busy 

pediatric practice. 
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Positive attitudes toward electronic documentation systems may be 

promoted by emphasizing problem-solving and communication

enhancing qualities of these systems. Traditional paper charts have 

several inherent problems. They generally allow access by only one staff 

member at a time, papers may be misplaced or lost and handwriting may 

be poor or entirely illegible. In addition, the handwritten record may be 

open to multiple interpretations, introducing additional liability 

concerns. Doyle (2006) noted that electronic documentation systems 

provide solutions to all these problems and system safeguards can help 

prevent medical errors. 

Effective communication, whether verbal or written, is an essential 

component of professional collaboration (Casanova et al., 2007). Utilizing 

an EHR, the electronic documentation becomes a natural focal point for 

nurse/physician communication and collaboration (Kash, Gamm, Bolin, & 

Peck, 2005). Nurses' satisfaction and acceptance of new technology may 

be enhanced when the technology provides for improved communication. 

Bahlman and Johnson (2005) found the implementation of a patient 

tracking and documentation system in the perioperative environment 

improved both communication and clinician workflow. A study at the 

New York Veterans Affairs Medical Center by Miller and Arquiza (1999) 

showed that improved training in computerized documentation improved 
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the timeliness of reports related to nursing human resources, process 

improvement, and research. Improved training also resulted in decreased 

nursing time spent for documentation and improved timeliness of 

documented clinical information. Likewise, researchers at Hackensack 

University Medical Center found computerized documentation makes 

nursing flow more efficient, which has in turn improved nursing 

satisfaction in that facility (Prescription for success. Cover story, 2004). 

McGurkin, Hart, and Millinghausen (2006) described their implementation 

of electronic nursing documentation as "A compelling illustration of the 

opportunities for using IT to remove communication barriers and 

promote collaboration" (p. 31). As support for this claim, these authors 

noted that online documentation enabled nurses to better plan and 

manage patient care through the use of standardized data. The ability for 

all members of the care team to instantaneously share nursing 

documentation and other clinical information was described as a 

mission-critical element of the implementation. 

Sa( ety and Legal Perspectives 

When used appropriately, electronic documentation systems can. 

enhance patient safety; however, Alasad (2002) noted the possibility that 

patient care may initially be compromised as nurses spend additional 

time learning to use technology. As described in the Institute of 
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Medicine's frequently cited report, To Err is Human (1999), nursing 

mistakes often result less from human error than from inadequate 

systems. Computerized documentation systems can be part of a solution 

used to shore up deficiencies in required documentation and help nurses 

make better decisions faster (Simpson, 2005). However, in the end it is 

the clinician that makes the technology work. Implementing technology 

for technology's sake, without adequate staff training and willingness to 

adopt the technology is dangerous (Simpson, 2005). 

The issue of how best to promote and ensure nurse adoption and 

to leverage electronic data as part of the hospital's patient safety 

program rests on multiple dependencies. Classen and Metzger (2003) 

found electronic documentation systems to be particularly well-suited to 

gathering and reporting adverse drug events (ADEs), pertinent here 

because although ADEs are related to medication administration, the 

adverse responses are typically described in nursing documentation. 

"When new error situations are uncovered via voluntary reporting, 

electronic analysis can be useful in checking for other unreported 

occurrences and similar clinical situations" (p. i46). Such systems provide 

a feedback loop to the clinician so that treatment errors may be eith~r 

identified for future mitigation or averted altogether. Because the 

feedback loop includes nursing documentation outside of the medication 
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administration record, ongoing educational support in the use of error

avoidance software is beneficial in supporting improvements in this area 

(Nelson, Evans, Samore & Gardner, 2005). 

From a medico-legal perspective, the implementation of EHRs is 

not without risk. Redundant entries made by clinicians in a single or 

multiple applications increases the probability for error (Malkary, 2007), 

while inefficient or improperly configured wireless systems may produce 

dead zones where nurses have no access to electronic safety measures 

(Gale & Gale, 2007). System errors that result in lost or altered patient 

data may also be concerns with electronic systems, since the rules for 

legal discovery were expanded in 2007 to more broadly cover electronic 

data (Jach, 2008). Computerization in healthcare also raises serious legal 

concerns because of the potential for unauthorized access and data 

sharing (Tapp, 2003). 

Minimal legal documentation requires an audit trail beginning with 

1) patients' baseline status, 2) changes in patients' status, 3) 

interpretation of changes in status, 4) interventions used to 

respond to changes in patients' status, and 5) responses to 

interventions. Incomplete nursing documentation results in 

hospitals being unable to defend themselves against threatened or 

actual malpractice litigation. Therefore, it is essential that EMR 
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systems are developed that easily and quickly enable nurses to 

thoroughly document all aspects of patient care. (Green & Thomas, 

2008, p. 227) 

These legal considerations make understanding real-time workflow of 

registered nurses incumbent upon designers and builders of electronic 

nursing documentation systems. 

Patient handoff is another area that may benefit from an electronic 

documentation automation of the process. Long recognized as potentially 

hazardous, further scrutiny of handoffs has followed recent reports that 

handoff s are often marked by missing, incomplete, or inaccurate 

information and are associated with adverse events (Kitch et al., 2008). 

Tools for auditing patient documentation required at hand off can be 

built into the electronic record. 

Staff Education 

A study by Russell and Alpay (2000) indicated a sizable number of 

nurses had not acquired adequate knowledge of information technology. 

This study focused on nursing activities using computers, the ways in 

which nurses used computers, and nurses' training needs. Computers, 

with software for handling orders, documentation and monitoring of 

things unimaginable even a decade ago are simply tools that are used by 

nurses but each requires a baseline understanding of informatics for true 
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1nastery (Zytkowski, 2003). Competency with electronic nursing 

documentation systems is directly linked to adequate information 

technology training and education (Mccannon & Neal, 2003). Curriculum 

developers and nurse educators must assess nurses' learning needs and 

implement programs to help them become more confident in information 

technology so that future generations of staff will accept electronic 

documentation as the norm (Toofany, 2006). 

In an attempt to address technology proficiency gaps in nursing 

the National League for Nursing (2002) set "infusing technology into 

concepts, structures, and processes of nursing education" (p. 1) as 

nursing education research priorities to ensure nursing graduates' 

competency for practice in the 21 st century. With the current supply of 

nurses failing to meet the projected demand and with healthcare 

employers shortening new employee orientation times, nurses need to be 

competent in the initial job skills required. In this environment it is 

essential that nursing education programs critically evaluate and support 

the technology skills needed at nurses' time of entry into the work force 

(Mccannon & Neal, 2003). The inclusion of information technology in pre

licensure nursing programs may boost competency in computer skills 

and the use of clinical applications; however, nurses already in the 

workforce must be assisted in developing these essential skills through 
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employer-based staff education programs. This is particularly true for 

older nurses who may not be as computer-proficient as their younger 

counterparts. Citing the 2004 National Sample Survey of Registered 

Nurses released in February 2007 by the federal Division of Nursing, the 

American Association of Colleges of Nursing (2009) reported the average 

age of RNs in the U.S. in March 2004 was 46.8 years of age, up from 45.2 

in 2000. The RN population under the age of 30 dropped from nine 

percent of the nursing population in 2000 to eight percent in 2004. These 

findings suggest a large pool of nurses who may be candidates for 

remedial computer education. 

While some of the mechanics used to navigate computerized 

documentation systems may be proprietary to specific vendors, there are 

general skills that should apply to all clinical scenarios and should be 

included in nursing curricula. According to Mccannon and Neal (2003), 

"Students need both traditional computer skills, such as searching 

databases, and specialized computer skills, such as bedside charting. 

Possessing these skills will allow new nurses to better help their patients" 

(p. 340). Freshwater and Stickley (2003), describe traditional nurse 

education as dominated by propositional knowledge, while practical 

knowledge is typically gained in the clinical environment. In this scenario 

propositional knowledge may also be described as textbook or theoretical 
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knowledge. Nursing students need a blend of theoretical and practical 

knowledge that includes the use of technology in their clinical practice so 

they can quickly and safely transition from student to practicing nurse. 

Clearly, overworked and under-trained nurses can be accidents waiting to 

happen (Simpson, 2005). 

Education for electronic nursing documentation should also 

include information regarding barriers to effective electronic 

documentation and privacy concerns in a world of electronic information 

transfer. Moody, Slocum, Berg and Jackson (2004) found that 64% of 

nurses surveyed preferred bedside documentation but reported 

environmental and system barriers that often prevented this activity. 

Adequate educational intervention was shown by Nelson, Evans, Samore 

and Gardner (2006) to increase real-time data entry at the bedside. As 

students and licensed nursing personnel access patient records they 

should receive instruction regarding the legal and ethical concerns 

engendered by access to private health information. 

Future States 

The future of nursing and other healthcare documentation is found 

in information technology through the use of EHRs (Green & Thomas, 

2008). As this future unfolds, the words of futurist John Schaar (1981) 

are worthy of remembrance: 
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The future is not the result of choices among alternative paths 

offered by the present, but a place that is created - created first in 

the mind and will, created next in activity. The future is not some 

place where we are all going to, but one we are creating. The paths 

are not found but created, and the activity of creating them 

changes both the maker and the destination. (p. 3 21) 

The future created for electronic nursing documentation must 

enable nurses to quickly and accurately document all aspects of patient 

care, so that nurses may provide safe and quality patient care; facilitate 

collaboration between nurses and other members of the healthcare team, 

and afford legal protection for healthcare organizations (Cato, 2005). 

Various studies (e.g. Mustain, Lowry, & Wilhoit, 2008; Saletnik, Niedlinger, 

& Wilson, 2008) identify certain commonalities in attributes requested by 

nurses for electronic documentation systems. Nurses desire systems that 

provide for patient safety, clear and accurate documentation, real-time 

.and simultaneous access to patient information, quality care consistent 

with best practice and evidence-based research, ease of learning and use, 

and time savings. An understanding of the experiences of registered 

nurses who have transitioned to electronic systems furthers the aim of 

providing for these requirements by informing the development of 

systems that are safe, efficient, and clinician-friendly. 
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Summary 

As it circumscribes the landscape of patient care, well-described 

nursing documentation tells at least two stories~ Assessment notes 

describe the patient's physical, emotional, and spiritual condition, while 

documentation of interventions and subsequent r~assessments describe 

the work of nurses; care provided to address the assessment findings and 

physician orders. 

Efforts to transition the medium for telling and storing these 

stories from paper to computers is subject to several internal and 

external pressures. The application of external pressure can be traced to 

President Bush's 2004 mandate to establish the EHR by 2014, resulting in 

a push for more rapid implementation of HIT systems. This escalated to 

a fever pitch during the latter half of 2009, after the passage of the 

HITECH Act, which offered federal stimulus dollars to healthcare entities 

and individuals demonstrating meaningful use of these systems. 

Internal pressures have also been cited as sources of concern when 

implementing HIT. Organizational structures, regulatory considerations, 

efficiency and safety concerns, as well as the need for adequate staff 

education combine in an additive influence for hospitals attempting this 

transition. To smooth the journey to an appropriate future, the literature 

suggests we must pay close heed to all of these influences. 
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CHAPTER III 

PROCEDURE FOR COLLECTION AND TREATMENT OF DAT A 

Methodology 

As I worked on the formulation of the research question for this 

study, I began searching for a research methodology that would be 

appropriate to the question and for which I was well-suited. I felt the 

study was best-suited to a qualitative method but there were several I felt 

were logical candidates. I initially considered a phenomenological 

approach; however, after much consideration narrative inquiry seemed 

the best fit for my study. As an added benefit, I found narrative inquiry 

to be a method with which I became almost instantly comfortable. The 

concept of storied lives immediately resonated with me and I could easily 

envision the construction of questions that I felt would encourage my 

participants to share their own stories related to the experiences under 

study. 

In the context of this study, narrative inquiry is regarded as a 

methodology and an informal philosophical framework, exhibiting both 

epistemological and ontological orientations. It is epistemological in the 

sense that "Researcher relationships to ongoing participant stories shape 

the nature of field texts and establish the epistemological status of them" 
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(Clandinin & Connelly, 2000, p. 94). It is also has roots in Dewey's (1981) 

practical ontology because "The view of experience to which Clandinin 

and Connelly refer and which will serve as the cornerstone of our 

analysis, has its roots in John Dewey's (1938) pragmatic philosophy" 

(Clandinin, 2007, p. 38). Connelly and Clandinin (2006) defined the 

methodology in this way: 

Arguments for the development and use of narrative inquiry come 

out of a view of human experience in which humans, individually 

and socially, lead storied lives. People shape their daily lives by 

stories of who they and others are and as they interpret their past 

in terms of these stories. Story, in the current idiom, is a portal 

through which a person enters the world and by which their 

experience of the world is interpreted and made personally 

meaningful. Viewed in this way, narrative is the phenomenon 

studied in inquiry. Narrative inquiry, the study of experience as 

story, then, is first and foremost a way of thinking about 

experience. Narrative inquiry as a methodology entails a view of the 

phenomenon. To use narrative inquiry methodology is to adopt a 

particular narrative view of experience as phenomena under study. 

(p. 477) 
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This view of human experience has been echoed by other authors. 

Bruner (2004) stated, "We seem to have no other way of describing 'lived 

time' save in the form of a narrative" (p. 692). Winter (1988) also noted, 

"vVe do not 'store' experience as data, like a computer: we 'story' it" (p. 

231). Through the process of remembering, we construct a narrative that 

can be related to others. In this study the narrative is viewed by working 

with the temporality, personal and social interactions; and place or 

situational dimensions described by Clandinin and Connelly (2000). 

The multidimensional narrative approach is well-suited to the 

exploration of nurses' experiences transitioning from paper to electronic 

documentation, since it speaks to the participants' internal hopes and 

feelings, the external environment within which electronic documentation 

is used, and the temporality of the transition. This last dimension of 

temporality may prove to be of primary importance for drawing lessons 

from this study as it illuminates a past that existed before the 

introduction of electronic documentation, the present time of transition, 

and possible future states. 

The act of remembering brings the story to conscious life as it is 

told and retold, while the temporality of any experience is expressed and 

confirmed by its author's recollection of events. In turn, time and the 

temporal nature of experience continually change the story as it is 
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recalled and retold. This reliance on the particular, fluctuant story, 

continually affected by time and space, separates narrative inquiry from 

the grand narrative, which springs out of a concern with generalizability 

and capturing of the universal in human sciences. "The basis for the 

grand narrative is the careful study and accumulation of facts from 

which laws are determined. Such laws, based as they are on irrefutable 

facts, allow social scientists to predicts and control human life" 

(Clandinin, 2007, p. 22). 

Narrative inquiry can be applied to a research question only when 

the narrative or story itself can be initiated. According to Labov (2006), 

narrative is initiated" ... when a person is impelled to tell others about 

something, sometimes by an external stimulus ... sometimes by an 

internal one. It is only when that something is an event - something that 

happened - that the speaker will signal to listeners that a narrative is to 

be initiated" (p. 38). Applied to the current research questions, something 

did happen. Nurses in acute care facilities experienced a significant 

change in their practice environment related to the introduction of 

electronic nursing documentation and those nurses have stories to tell 

regarding those experiences. Narrative inquiry, a methodology centered 

in the stories of human experience, is a natural match for discovering 

and re-relating those stories. 
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Reflexivity 

Reflexivity in narrative inquiry refers to researchers' critical 

reflection on their own preconceptions and reactions to participants' 

stories, as well as monitoring of their relationships with participants 

(Holloway & Wheeler, 2002). Ongoing critical reflections about my own 

preconceptions and actions adds a measure of reflexivity to the 

dissertation study; necessary in narrative inquiry because the researcher 

is part of the study and the relationship between participant and 

narrative inquirer becomes an integral, influential component of the 

study. I attempted to accommodate and promote reflexivity in this study 

by keeping a reflexive journal throughout the study process. In this 

journal I detailed my impressions of participant interviews and the 

settings in which they took place, additional data collected, and personal 

insights into methodological decisions or any other pertinent 

observations. 

Setting 

The study was conducted in the geographical region of North 

Texas, also commonly referred to as North Central or Northeastern 

Texas. North Texas, centered in the Dallas/Fort Worth Metroplex, is 

generally considered bounded by the Texas/Oklahoma border on the 
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north and the city of Waco on the south; on the west by Abilene, and on 

the east by the Texas/Louisiana state line. 

No specific criteria were established for interview settings. The 

only criterion used in the selection of the interview setting was that it be 

conducive to conversation and protective of privacy, so discussion could 

be held without interruption and without concern that the participant's 

comments might be overheard by others. As it turned out, the interviews 

were held in a variety of settings including a cafeteria, private offices, and 

a participant's home. 

Participants and Sampling 

Prospective participants included only registered nurses working in 

acute care settings and were selected for maximum variability of 

responses. Insofar as it became practical, selection for maximum 

variability included variability of age, gender, length of nursing career, and 

the use of several different electronic systems. The demographic 

characteristics of the sample are presented in Table 1. Community 

variability, such as urban and rural settings, as well as hospital and 

community size variability was also sought out for this study. These 

characteristics are displayed in Table 2. Additional dimensions of variation 

that emerged as the study progressed were incorporated as appropriate at 

that time. 
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Participants for this study were solicited primarily through a sample 

of purpose and were recruited through postings on various nursing 

listservs and by mailing fliers to hospital nurse educators, asking for 

participants. The purposive sample was augmented, where appropriate, by 

network sampling, where participants ref er coworkers or other peers for 

inclusion in the study. Purposive sampling was appropriate for this study 

because, rather than searching for a truth that can be generalized to a 

population, narrative research aims to explore " ... how the meanings about 

life stories were built up, amended, deconstructed, and reconstructed 

again (Duffy, 200 7). 

Protection of Human Subjects 

The safety and confidentiality of all study participants remained 

paramount through all phases of this investigation. Texas Woman's 

University Institutional Review Board approval was obtained prior to the 

recruitment of human participants. Interviews were not conducted at 

participants' places of employment and the participants were not 

representing their institutions for purposes of this study. Participation in 

the study was wholly voluntary and participants were provided a copy of 

their own signed consent to participate, which will clearly stated that the 

participant may withdraw at any time. 
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Signed consents were obtained from every participant prior to any 

study-related activities, detailing the limits of their participation, risks 

and benefits, and the confidentiality of any information provided to the 

investigator. Once obtained, signed consents were held in strict 

confidence in a locked cabinet accessible only by the investigator. 

Possible loss of confidentiality and feelings of poor self-esteem or 

embarrassment, related to the recalling of painful memories, were 

described as possible risks to the participants in this study. Benefits of 

the study greatly outweigh these described risks and no participant 

expressed these feelings. Only I, as the principal investigator know the 

identities of the participants, so the risk of confidentiality breech was 

minimized as far as possible. Participants are identified in this 

dissertation and will be identified in any subsequent publications by 

pseudonym only. Any participant objecting to audio recording of the 

interviews was free to terminate participation in the study at any time. 

Recordings are deemed necessary to insure a true and accurate transcript 

of all interviews, thus increasing the fidelity of the participants' stories as 

they are retold by the investigator. 

All interviews were digitally recorded, with written consent from 

the participants, using an unobtrusive recording device. The interview 

atmosphere was designed to put the interviewee at ease by allowing the 
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participant to choose any location outside of the participant's place of 

work, where the interview would not be overheard by others. At all stages 

of data collection and analysis steps were taken to secure the integrity of 

the original data. To this end, editing, analysis and the production of 

paper transcripts were performed from copies of the original recordings. 

Following the interviews, the original digital files were locked to prevent 

erasure, encrypted; and were downloaded to the researcher's password

protected hard drive and backed-up on CD-ROM media. The CD-ROMs are 

now stored in a fire-resistant safe. The original paper transcriptions are 

stored separately from the original recordings in a locked metal file 

cabinet. Once reviewed and edited, copies of the edited transcripts were 

offered to the participants for their review and clarifications and 

corrections were added to the edited transcripts. This interview

transcription-review process was repeated for each round of interviews. 

Data Collection 

The narratives included here comprise nurses' storied experiences, 

told by them and about them. It is my aim, as researcher and co

participant, to re-tell and re-story them to the reader. As noted by Wong

Wiley (2006), "Story is the primary phenomenon behind narrative. It is 

viewed as one of the most basic human forms of sense-making and it 

serves to help us create a semblance to the experiences that shape our 
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lives" (p. 265). The researcher must use data collection strategies that 

capture the story in as complete detail as possible, so it may be examined 

and re-told to others. According to Wilson (2007), the qualitative 

researcher is the primary instrument for data collection and analysis. The 

primary vehicle for data collection in narrative inquiry is typically the 

interview, which may consist of a personal face-to-face interview with 

participants or collateral interviews with people who know or knew the 

subjects of the narrative study (Duffy, 2007). For the purposes of this 

study, the interviews were semi-structured, with several major questions 

serving as a guide (Appendix A). The participants' stories were the 

decisive driving force for directing the interview process and guided the 

actual questions asked during the interviews. 

As previously noted, the registered nurse participants were 

interviewed outside of their work environments, in places chosen 

mutually by the participant and researcher. The only criterion for 

deciding upon a setting for the interview was that it be conducive to 

conversation and protective of privacy, so discussion could be held 

without interruption and without concern that the participant's 

comments would be overheard by others. Audio-recorded, face-to-face 

interviews were augmented by associated field texts. Five participants 

were then interviewed again for more extensive follow-up, providing depth 
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and richness. These follow-up interviews serve as member checks, 

assuring the accuracy of the story interpretations. 

Field texts, the notes taken that are relevant to the research, 

augment the interview transcripts and together comprise the basis for 

the formulation of the research text. Within the three-dimensional 

narrative inquiry space these texts may take many forms. Writing field 

texts expresses the relationship of the researcher to inquiry participants, 

as the relationship embeds meaning in the field text and imposes form 

on the research text that is developed. Because the content and the 

meaning of the story are thus shaped by this relationship, researchers 

need to write journal entries reflective of the relational circumstances 

portrayed in the field texts (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000). 

Data Analysis 

Data collected through narrative inquiry may be analyzed in a 

variety of fashions. The narrative approach provides the researcher with 

an organizational structure designed to be responsive to analysis. For · 

this study, Clandinin and Connelly's (2000) three-dimensional narrative 

inquiry space serves as an analytic framework. 

The Three-Dimensional Narrative Inquiry Space 

Drawing on Dewey's (1938) notion of interaction, Clandinin and 

Connelly (2000) described a metaphorical three-dimensional narrative 
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inquiry (3DNI) space, embodied by three planes or dimensions and four 

directions. Interaction, the first dimension of this metaphorical space, is 

described by the terms personal and social. The second dimension, 

continuity, is defined by the terms past, present, and future. Continuity is 

influenced by backward and forward directionality or movement through 

these three temporal spaces. In addition, the dimension of place, 

"Attends to the specific concrete physical and toplogical boundaries of 

inquiry landscapes" (Clandinin & Connelly, p. 51). These terms are not 

used in the sense of the grand narrative, where they are often used as a 

universal, reductive framework used to generate a set of understandings. 

Instead, the terms describing this ~etaphorical space are used to point 

toward their experiential origin and to generate questions, puzzles, and 

field texts appropriate to specific aspects of the inquiry. 

Working within the 3DNI space, one must accept the ambiguity and 

complexities attendant to that space. Inquirers find themselves located 

somewhere in the midst of time, place, the personal and social, and 

pointed backward, forward, inward, and outward. Additionally, the 

inquirer is found within nested personal and inquiry participant stories. 

Clandinin and Connelly (2000) make this clear: 

As researchers, we come to each new inquiry field living our 

stories. Our participants also enter the inquiry in the midst of 
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living their stories. Their lives do not begin the day we arrive nor 

do they end as we leave. Their lives continue. Furthermore, their 

schools, and their communities, are also in the midst when we 

researchers arrive. Their institutions and their communities, their 

landscapes in the broadest sense, are also in the midst of stories. 

(p. 63-64) 

The narrative inquirer enters the field of inquiry in the midst of 

lives in motion, with all participants carrying their own personal and 

social narratives, stories yet to be related to the inquirer. These spaces 

are intimately connected to motion and directionality, which may be 

inward or outward. Inward directionality is focused toward "Internal 

conditions, such as feelings, hopes, aesthetic reactions, and moral 

dispositions" (Clandinin & Connelly, p. 50). Conversely, these authors 

describe outward directionality as the existential conditions or 

surrounding environment, external to the individual. 

The point at which interaction, continuity, and place intersect may 

be at any point along any axis and the narrative is deeply colored by this 

point in time and space. Connelly and Clandini:n do not name this point 

of convergence; however, in the graphical representation I have 

constructed, I have named the convergence point the Narrative Moment. 

The narrative related by one participant, based on a particular narrative 
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moment may differ substantially from the same participant's story as the 

narrative moment is shifted due to changes in physical space, personal or 

social interaction, or simply the passage of time. 

The metaphorical 3DNI is graphically illustrated here in Figure 1. 
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Analysis 

The three-dimensional space provides an environment within 

which I was able to work with participants' experiences in order to 

analyze them along the previously described three axes. Several other 

authors (Burke, 1969; Duffy, 2007; Labov & Waletsky, 1967) described a 

variety of structural elements, using terminology similar to that used by 

Clandinin and Connelly (2000). These elements can provide a framework 

for data analysis in any form of narrative inquiry. For th,e purposes of 

this study the terms character, place, scene, plot, tension, end point, 

narrator, context, and tone are used as described by Clandinin and 

Connelly. Collected data was analyzed using a type of narrative analysis 

wherein the narrative is analyzed line by line to identify resulting 

categories and themes. This analysis allows the inquirer to view the 

context of the narrative, one of the most important aspects of narrative 

inquiry. 

Analysis and interpretation of data in narrative inquiry begins with 

an understanding of what is in the field texts, reading and sorting all of 

the filed texts in some meaningful manner. According to Clandinin and 

Connelly (2000), this involves careful coding of journal entries, field 

notes, and documents. It may also include the notation of dates, 

impressions of context, and descriptions of participants and topics 
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discussed. This is necessary to position the field texts within the three

dimensional narrative inquiry space. As noted by these authors, the 

process of moving from field texts to research texts is more complex 

than simply telling and writing a story that may include an occasional 

reflective comment by researcher and participants. The narrative inquirer 

attempts to construct a compendium of what is contained in many field 

texts. Clandinin and Connelly (2000) described the process in this 

manner: 

Although the initial analysis deals with matters such as character, 

place, scene, plot, tension, end point, narrator, context, and tone, 

these matters become increasingly complex as an inquirer pursues 

this relentless rereading. With narrative terms in mind, narrative 

inquirers begin to narratively code their field texts. For example, 

names of the characters that appear in field texts, places where 

actions and events occurred, story lines that interweave and 

interconnect, gaps or silences that become apparent, tensions that 

emerge, and continuities and discontinuities that appear are all 

possible codes. As narrative researchers engage in this work, they 

begin to hold different field texts in relation to other field texts. 

However, it is responses to the questions of meaning and social 

significance that ultimately shape field texts into research texts. 
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These are the questions that shape the analysis and interpretation 

parts of our work. (p. 131-13 2) 

Methodological Rigor 

All research, whether quantitative or qualitative, should 

demonstrate credibility and valid application to appropriate fields of 

practice. In the case of qualitative research this rigor is often described 

with terms such as trustworthiness and authenticity. Speaking 

specifically about narrative inquiry, Duffy (2007) described 

trustworthiness as " ... the degree to which the participants have been 

fully included in the research process and have had the opportunity to 

reflect on and comment on their story as retold by the narrative 

researcher" (p. 416-417). Holloway and Wheeler (2002) more globally 

apply the term trustworthiness to qualitative research by stating that 

research must have truth value and by describing trustworthiness as 

methodological soundness and adequacy. According to these authors, 

this soundness is made possible by developing the following: 

1. Dependability - Findings that are consistent and accurate. 

2. Credibility - Speaks to the truth of the findings, which must be 

compatible with the perceptions of the study participants. 

3. Transfer ability - Refers to the ability to transfer findings from 

one context to another, similar context. 
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4. Confirmability - Findings and conclusions achieve their aim and 

are not attributable to the researcher's preconceptions or biases. 

The dependability described by Holloway and Wheeler may also be 

likened to verisimilitude, which deals with the way in which the text 

renders contextual meaning to the readers. In this context, van Maanen 

(1988) inf erred, "Meanings are not permanently embedded by an author 

in the text at the moment of creation. They are woven from the symbolic 

capacity of a piece of writing and the social context of its reception" (p. 

25). 

Trustworthiness alone does not suffice, according to Guba and 

Lincoln (1989) but should be accompanied by authenticity. A study is 

authentic when the strategies used are appropriate for the true reporting 

of the participants' ideas, when the study is fair, and when it helps 

participants and similar groups to understand their world and improve it. 

It means that there is new insight into the phenomenon under study 

(Guba & Lincoln). Several methods are used in this study to ensure that 

the research is trustworthy. To address the need for truth value and 

accuracy, all interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed verbatim. 

The main threat to valid description, in the sense of describing what was 

seen and heard, is the inaccuracy or incompleteness of the data. The 
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audio recording of interviews and verbatim transcription of these 

recordings largely solve this problem (Maxwell, 1996). 

Trustworthiness in this study is further ensured by the 

incorporation of member checking, thick description, and reflexivity 

(Holloway & Wheeler, 2002). Member checking was initially facilitated by 

transcription validation with all participants. This was followed by 

interpretive member checks with key informants. The informants were 

then be asked if they fest that my interpretation was a true and fair 

representation of their perspective. These interpretive checks were 

perf armed during the follow-up interviews, with the intent of clarifying 

and allowing for expansion of ideas. 

Thick description, "A detailed description of the process, context, 

and people in the research, inclusive of the meaning and intentions of the 

participants and the researcher's conceptual developments" (Holloway & 

Wheeler, 2002, p. 262), was used to give the reader a basis for evaluation 

of quality. In addition, my ongoing critical reflections about my own 

preconceptions and actions add a measure of reflexivity to this study 

that is represented in the final research text. This is necessary in 

narrative inquiry because the researcher is part of the phenomenon to be 

studied but is also desirable because it adds a measure of humanity to 

the subject. 
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Summary 

The three-dimensional narrative inquiry space affords an ideal 

vehicle for characterizing these experiences in a study based on nurses' 

stories and the methods described here help insure a sound, scholarly 

approach to the study of nurses' experiences in transitioning to 

electronic nursing documentation. They provide for trustworthiness or 

verisimilitude, credibility, transferability, and confirmability in this study 

and the methods described here help insure a sound, scholarly approach 

to the study of nurses' experiences in transitioning to electronic nursing 

documentation. 
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CHAPTER IV 

ANALYSIS OF DATA 

This study was centered in the telling and re-telling of stories of 

human experience. The storied experiences of registered nurses who have 

transitioned from paper to electronic nursing documentation represent 

private, yet socially shared experiences imbued with strong emotion and 

rich detail from diverse points of view. The experiences of nurses who 

participated in this study often intersected and diverged as they 

described cautionary tales of hope, perseverance, and unfulfilled promise 

related to the implementation of new technologies in clinical practice 

settings. 

Data included in this analysis is comprised of the re-told stories of 

nurses' experiences, field notes taken during my interviews with 

participants, and contextual references that situate those stories within 

the three-dimensional narrative inquiry space. Three major themes 

emerged: education, support, and the environment of care. Connection 

and continuity are provided by the threads of temporality and personal 

attitudes/behaviors, which are woven throughout the nurses' narratives. 
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Description of the Sample 

Eight registered nurses, working in the North Texas area, were 

interviewed for this study and their storied experiences of transitioning 

to electronic documentation are retold here. These participants represent 

a cross section of ages, nursing experience, and gender. The demographic 

characteristics of the nurse participants are described in Table 1. The 

nurses are employed in a variety of hospital settings as well. Hospital 

sizes and location types within the study's geographical setting are 

described in Table 2. The variety found in the participants' personal and 

work settings was also reflected in their narratives, which encompassed a 

wide range of emotion and reaction as they related positive and negative 

experiences in their own transition from paper documentation. 
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Table 1. 

Demographic Characteristics of Study Participants 

Characteristics of Sample 

Gender 

Female 

Male 

Age Group 

23-29 years 

30-39 years 

40-49 years 

50-59 years 

60+ years 

Years Nursing Experience 

1-5 

6-10 

11-15 

16-20 

21+ 

Ethnicity 

Black 

Hispanic 

White 
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N (%) 

7 (87.5%) 

1 (12.5%) 

2 (25.0%) 

2 (25.0%) 

2 (25.0%) 

1 (12.5%) 

1 (12.5%) 

2 (25.0%) 

1 (12.5%) 

3 (37.5%) 

0 (0.0%) 

2 (2 5.0%) 

1 (12.5%) 

1 (12.5%) 

6 (75.0%) 



Table 2. 

Demographic Characteristics of Participants' Hospitals 

Characteristics of Sample 

Hospital Setting 

Urban Hospital 

Suburban Hospital 

Rural Hospital 

Hospital Size 

Small (<200 beds) 

Medium (2 00-400 beds) 

Large (>400 beds) 
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N (%) 

2 (25.0%) 

4 (50.0%) 

2 (25.0%) 

2 (25.0%) 

4 (50.0%) 

2 (25.0%) 



Participants 

To assure anonymity, I assigned each of the participants in my 

study sample a single-name pseudonym. Participants are ref erred to in 

my field notes, my transcripts, and these findings only by their 

pseudonyms. They are introduced here in alphabetical order. 

Angie. At 2 3 years of age, Angie is the youngest of the participants 

in this study by about six months. She is hispanic, with three years of 

nursing experience, and works in a 250-bed suburban hospital. 

Diane. Diane is also one of the younger participants in this study. 

She is white, 24 years old, has three years of nursing experience, and 

works in a 430-bed hospital located in a rural area of the state. 

Emily. Emily calls herself a "seasoned" nurse. She is white, 54 years 

old, and has 23 years of nursing experience, primarily in cardiac units. 

She works in a 429-bed suburban facility. 

Fred. The only male participant, Fred has been a registered nurse 

for 15 years, is 40 years old, and is employed at a 180-bed rural hospital. 

His experience is primarily in critical care nursing and he describes his 

ethnicity as white. 

Lisa. Lisa has 13 years of experience in nursing and is employed at 

a 1000-bed urban hospital. She is 48 years old, white, and her 
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background is primarily in medical-surgical and intensive care step-down 

nursing. 

Mary. Mary is the oldest of the eight participants in this study. She 

is 60 years old, white, and has been working on medical-surgical nursing 

units for over thfrty years. She currently works on a medical unit in a 

190-bed suburban hospital. 

Sandra. As a former licensed vocational nurse, 31 year-old Sandra 

brings a slightly different viewpoint to registered nursing. She has been 

an RN for six years and works in the oncology unit at a 3 50-bed suburban 

hospital. She describes herself as a black woman. 

Yvonne. While the other participants work in a variety of nursing 

units, Yvonne is employed in the surgical services department of a 600-

bed urban hospital. She is 35 years old, white, and has 13 years of 

nursing experience. 

Findings 

"People live stories, and in the telling of these stories, reaffirm 

them, modify them, and create new ones" (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000, p. 

xxvi). Asking the participants in this study to describe their experiences 

surrounding specific events in their recent lives required me to recognize 

that the stories included here are but a small part of the much larger 

stories that span the lives of the participants. Remembering the words of 
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Clandinin and Connelly, I recognized that I was approaching participants 

in the midst of their storied lives; lives that began before we met and that 

have continued since we last conversed. In the midst of larger stories, the 

narratives provided for this study had to begin at some point along the 

axis of temporality in the three-dimensional space, because every story 

begins somewhere. 

To begin our discussions of transition to electronic documentation, 

I first asked each participant to think back to a time when they first 

heard about an impending transition to computerized documentation; a 

time when they still performed all their nursing documentation on paper. 

Our discussions took us on a journey from that first exposure to a new 

way of charting, through their educational processes and "go-live" date, 

to a time when electronic documentation had fully replaced paper in their 

clinical practice. For the purposes of this study, "go-live" refers to the 

time when the electronic documentation system was first used for the 

purpose of constructing permanent medical records for new and existing 

patients in a "live" environment. 

The quotations that follow provide the credibility and 

trustworthiness discussed in the previous chapter. They accurately 

represent the re-telling of participants' storied experiences because they 

are the participants' own words. Except for instances where they add to 
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the tenor of the narrative, disfluencies of speech such as "um", "you 

know", and "like" have been removed to enhance readability of the texts. 

New Beginnings 

The start of a journey as significant as the transition to electronic 

documentation can engender strong emotional responses from those 

participating in the journey. As the elder statesperson of my group of 

participants, Mary (2009) had much to say about her recollections of this 

new beginning. Her first response was to ponder the question for a 

moment, slowly shake her head from side to side, and sigh while stating, 

"Well, now there's a story, that's for sure." When I asked her what she 

meant, Mary replied, 

I've been a nurse of one kind or another for over 30 years now and 

if you can see it or do it, I've probably seen it or done it twice. 

When I started in nursing, way back when, we didn't have 

computers. For that matter, I don't think anybody had computers 

anywhere. Well, the government did but we didn't have them at 

home or work, because that was back in the ?O's, you know. 

Anyway, I'd been doing this for a long time and I learned to chart in 

SOAP notes, on paper of course. So after charting that way for 

several years and going to different hospitals, I picked and learned 

other ways to chart but they were still on paper. I remember one of 
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the nurses on my floor, it must have been around 1995 or so, said 

she'd been somewhere at a conference or something, where they'd 

talked about using computers for charting and I said, I told her 

that if that ever happened, it would be time for me to get out of 

nursing. Well, you can see that didn't happen. Anyway, I didn't pay 

much more attention to that until about three years ago, which was 

when my hospital first said we were going to see about getting 

nurses computers. I remember the first thing I thought was, "Oh, 

hell!" but they said lots of things that never happened so I figured 

I'd just wait and see. Well, I waited and I saw all right because it 

was about six months after that when we heard a more official 

announcement that we would be going to computer charting and I 

thought, "I'm in for it now and here it comes." I was anxious, I 

guess, but not really so much as you'd think. I mean, I hadn't used 

computers too much but I did have one at home by then and my 

son showed me how to use stuff like email and Internet, so I wasn't 

scared to death or anything, like a couple of my nurse friends were. 

Heck, I may be older than a lot of these nurses but I can still get 

around and I can still learn. [I'm not] dead yet! I know I said if it 

happened, I'd get out of nursing but that was just talk. I love 

nursing and I love taking care of my patients so I figured if I could 
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learn those different ways of charting over the years, this was just 

another way I had to learn and I could do it. And, you know what? I 

did do it; I made it through but I'd say yes, I was anxious about it at 

first but I don't think I was alone in that. We were all kind of 

nervous; even the young ones, I'll bet. (Mary, personal 

communication, November 2, 2009) 

Other participants echoed some of Mary's wait and see sentiments, 

wondering whether the change would to electronic documentation would 

actually come about. Diane (2010), one of the younger participants in this 

study, expressed a similar reaction to the announcement made by her 

hospital administration that nurses would soon begin to chart using 

computers: 

Well, at first it was kind of like, "I don't really believe you" because 

they were always saying they were going to do stuff and then it 

happens several years down the road. So, at first there was a little 

disbelief, then when it actually started happening [I thought] this 

could be really rough for the first couple of months or so but once 

it gets up and running it could be a really good deal. It could help 

with our workflow. It could help people get out earlier and so it 

was kind of like, I guess at first disbelief and then anxious and 

anticipation. And then when it was really there it was, "Oh gosh, 
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some people are doing really good with it and some people are not 

charting anything on it." You know ... we didn't have any checks 

and balances in place that I know of, to make sure people were 

charting what they were supposed to be charting. It would be more 

like the night shift would call and say, "Hey, you f argot to chart 

this" or something like that and then after it was up and going it 

was like, "Oh!" (Diane, personal communication, February 18, 2010) 

While Mary and Diane expressed moderate disbelief that the 

project would materialize, other participants expressed strong and 

polarized initial sentiments. Emily (2009) expressed serious misgivings 

about the eventual outcome of her hospital's attempt to transition to 

electronic charting: 

My first reaction was that it was not going to work - that it was 

going to take away from the personal interaction that you had with 

your patient; that it was all going to be driven by just standing in 

front of the computer and not giving you the time with your 

patients. So, I was kind of anxious about the transition. (Emily, 

personal communication, October 15, 2009) 

Pursuing this line of questioning, I asked Emily to talk more about her 

anxiety and how it changed over time. I also asked her to describe what 
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she felt to be the cause of change in her level of anxiety. Emily (2009) 

responded, 

I think it got worse at first. Well, what made it feel worse was that I 

was on the floor and had to do a pilot study. It was actually kind of 

unique because I worked at a facility where we did a lot of testing 

when a vendor was introducing their documentation and the staff 

was very resistant to doing that transition from paper to electronic 

technology. That, to me was very stressful [because] the 

administration didn't get staff to buy in, I wasn't really comfortable 

with it, we didn't really have down a good pattern with your work 

flow, and it seemed we were just driven by changing the charting 

and ignoring all of the other pieces that go together in taking care 

of your patient. (Emily, personal communication, October 15, 2009) 

Although Emily's response indicated a temporary worsening of 

anxiety and concern over the impending change, she noted that her 

feelings gradually changed to a more positive outlook over time. When I 

posed the same question about first reactions to Yvonne (2009), she 

related a tale of initial elation, followed by disappointment: 

I love technology, so I was very excited. I thought it would be a 

good thing. I thought we could save some trees. I thought it would 

make it easier to pull up our patient data to see what the patient 
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had done before, the previous chart, what their previous lab would 

have been, maybe compared to now. Sometimes it's so hard to get 

hold of their old chart and I thought it would streamline things to 

be able to chart online, quickly. <pause> And then we got it and 

that's not what happened. <laughter> I was very excited. Oh, I 

remember thinking "This is going to be great". When they were first 

telling us about it, I thought it sounded delightful. But I like 

technology and I was always for anything new and exciting, like 

electronics, but that's not what happened. (Yvonne, personal 

communication, December 2, 2009) 

Not all initial reactions to the impending transition were so clear in 

their direction. While relating a story that was generally positive, Fred 

(2009) described a conflict of feelings he experienced when he first heard 

the news that his hospital would transition to electronic documentation: 

Well, if I remember right, I felt a mix of things. On one hand, I'm 

kind of a geek in nursing, I guess. I mean, I really like gadgets and 

always have. It doesn't matter whether it's something to use at 

home or on the job, I like technology, so it was cool on that level. I 

thought, "Here's another tool I can use and there's lots of promise 

here." Then too, I also had a fair amount of anxiety about it; not for 

me so much as other nurses I worked with and for patients. See, I'd 
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been looking at some of these systems because in our ER we were 

asked to start looking at computer systems .... I was one of the ones 

who was supposed to look at these systems. Some were charting 

systems and some were [for] patient tracking, where you could tell 

when a patient went to CAT Scan or some other place. So, I was 

probably more aware or acquainted with some of these systems, or 

at least with the idea of them, than most of the other nurses and I 

had at least a little bit of an idea what they were supposed to do 

and what was just smoke and mirrors. I mean, having that . 

knowledge was a good thing because I was looking forward to it 

but it was also a bad thing because I guess I knew that some of my 

peers were going to have a hard time with it. I knew that the whole 

thing cut both ways; some of the things that made it really nice 

were the same, the same things that were bound to cause trouble. 

(Fred, personal communication, December 15, 2009) 

Reflecting upon my own experience, I felt that Fred was describing a 

conflict between the personal, inner context of his experience and the 

social context in which he would share this experience with his peers. 

During my own transition to electronic documentation I too thought of it 

as a two-edged sword; promising succinctness and clarity but requiring 

specific skills development and behavioral changes. 
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Fred's description of his personal expectations was quite positive; 

however, when he reflected on what this change would mean in a more 

outward, social milieu, his description became more circumspect and 

guarded. I asked Fred (2009) to more fully elucidate this part of his story 

and he responded, 

What I mean is, I had heard that there were certain advantages to 

an automated system, like standardizing the language, being able 

to read the charting, being able to find the chart <laughter> and 

that was always a big deal for us - just being able to find the stupid 

chart. So, we have these good promises for electronic charting, 

right? But if you look at the people side of things, you have to see 

potential problems, like, you know, I don't want to be rude about it. 

I mean, it's just that, face it, some nurses aren't very good with 

charting, even on paper. Some charts you can't read, some aren't 

complete, [and] some of the spelling is awful. You know, there are 

just problems there. So I'm thinking, "What's going to happen when 

we take some of these nurses who don't chart so well on paper and 

we put that into the computer?" Besides, there are some nurses 

who just can't use a computer worth beans. They have trouble 

programming an IV pump so what are they going to do with 

computer charting? They might be good nurses, giving good care, 
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but you can't tell if you just look at their charts. Trying to fallow 

some nurses is really hard because you can't tell from the chart 

what they did all shift. Things are left out and entries are in the 

wrong place. That's bad on paper but when you take that and, ok, 

here's the thing - when bad or incomplete charting on a messy 

piece of paper goes to Medical Records, you can't tell right then 

that things aren't right. I mean, there's lot of writing on the paper, 

so the chart looks OK, right? Then you have to get the chart later 

because the patient comes back in or, heaven forbid, maybe you get 

sued. So now you have this chart that's just crap and you can't 

even read it. Based on that, the computer record should be much 

better because you can read it, at least. Trouble is, in some ways 

it's worse because now you can see the problems easier. I mean, 

now you see all these blanks that should have been filled in but 

weren't and you see wrong choices that don't make sense. That's 

the other side of that promise that's not so good. Anyway, so I was 

kind of anxious, I guess, about how the computer charting would 

look and get used by nurses. There was promise but there were 

problems too, so, overall, I was pretty conflicted about the whole 

thing. How I felt, if you'd asked me then, my answer would have 
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probably changed every other day, depending how I was looking at 

it that day. (Fred, personal communication, December 15, 2009) 

When I asked Sandra to describe her initial reactions, she indicated 

that she took it in stride. Her story began on a positive note as she 

reflected upon her inner, personal experience as well as the shared, social 

experience related to her by her sister. Recalling the plane of interaction 

in the 3DNI space, I felt Sandra's (2010) comments described how the 

narrative moment is colored by personal and social dialogue: 

I very much remember that I thought at first it was going to be 

really good, you know, because I knew about computer charting 

from other hospitals. My sister is a PT in Florida and she was using 

computers to chart already and she had told me about it, so I was 

aware of how that was going to be. So, I thought it would be a good 

thing and I was all positive about it when the administration told 

us what was going to happen. I don't mind change, so hearing we'd 

be changing to computers and going away from paper wasn't a big 

deal and I guess I wanted to see it happen. (Sandra, personal 

communication, February 20, 2010) 

By relating her own personal experience, Sandra's sister affected Sandra's 

experience in her transition to electronic documentation. Learning 

through her sister's experience set the stage for the development of 
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Sandra's attitudes toward her hospital's project; threading together social 

and personal elements of experience at the narrative moment. 

Angie (2010) related a story that was similar to Fred's description 

of conflicted feelings. While the conflict she described also concerned an 

incongruity between inner, personal expectations and the shared, social 

experience of hearing the announcement of change, Angie's narrative 

diverged from Sandra's: 

I got to use computers once during my clinical rotations in school 

but that was a different kind of charting and it wasn't at my 

hospital. When I first heard about us going with computer charting 

it was in a staff meeting on my unit and my manager was kind of 

all twitted about it and she was the one who told all of us about it, 

so it wasn't the best start that it probably could have been. I don't 

know how it all came down or what she was told to say but she 

came across like she didn't want to do it and I'm not sure why, you 

know, whether it was just her or she thought we were too dumb to 

do it or what but it was not a good presentation she made to us. We 

all kind of looked at each other like, what's with this? I got kind of 

scared a little about that; not because of the computers or anything 

but because of the way she told us about it. Overall, I think I took it 

pretty well and thought it would all be OK but I thought it could 
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have been presented much better so we'd all be on board. (Angie, 

personal communication, January 31, 2010) 

As the name new beginnings implies, each participant in this study 

experienced the start of a new experience - the beginning of a new 

journey - when informed of a planned transition from paper to electronic 

documentation. As the participants' storied experiences were recounted, 

three main themes began to emerge: education, support, and 

environment of care; with several sub-themes integrated throughout. The 

following data from the participants' narratives is arranged within these 

themes. 

The Theme of Education 

Recollections of educational experiences relative to electronic 

documentation became a prominent theme in this study. Within the 3DNI 

space, each participant's narrative moment was situated and affected by 

a variety of physical spaces, personal and social interactions, and the 

timing of training sessions. Angie (2010), the youngest participant, 

reported a positive experience with the education she received and 

described no problems with learning the new documentation system: 

Education <pause> it was good, it really was good the way we did 

the training. Of course you could always do it better, just like with 

anything, but I thought I had a good opportunity to learn the 
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charting. If I had to pick on something it would probably be the 

amount of time we were given because it was pretty rushed in parts 

of it. There was lots of material to get through so there wasn't a lot 

of time to be able to ask questions. I think I got what I needed out 

of it but I do well with computers and I think I can accept learning 

new things quite well. (Angie, personal communication, January 31, 

2010) 

Also speaking about her education experience, Emily (2009) noted 

the need for proper preparation and availability of personnel resources: 

Well, at the time the education department was a very small group 

- there were only two educators in the whole hospital. They tried to 

campaign as much as they could on my unit and the others, to let 

[us] know that this process was focusing on patient safety issues 

and they felt that [because] we could start looking at the whole 

chart in new ways, they kept trying to reinforce that to the staff. 

We were the first unit that tried to pilot that new documentation 

and it was very trying on the staff. (Emily, personal communication, 

October 15, 2009) 

When I spoke with Yvonne (2009) about her education experience, I 

asked about the tools she was given to prepare her to use the new 

charting system, whether she felt they were adequate, and how that has 
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affected her use of the system. Her response describes the amount of 

training, type of training, and the temporal situation of training related to 

the system's planned go-live date: 

I think we had eight hours of [electronic documentation] training. 

We had fictitious patients that we would admit into the system, 

determine what doctor it was that had the patient, and what they 

were having done. Then we would go be the nurse and pull that 

patient down from the list of patients we had that day, then we 

would admit them to the operating room and decide what we were 

going to do, like putting in a Foley. Now, where would you go to 

document that? We'd do this and that, like document the 

procedure - was it a right inguinal hernia or a left, a knee instead 

of a hernia? We would learn how to change these things and for 

eight hours we'd play on the computer, which was a lot of overload. 

I mean, by the time you'd walk out of there you were just so 

exhausted, 'cause you'd done so many things and the next day you 

would go back to paper charting and not implement it for two or 

three months, and you were supposed to remember what you did 

for eight hours several weeks ago. (Yvonne, personal 

communication, November 29, 2009) 
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Yvonne's experience with education mirrors my own and highlights 

a problem echoed by other study participants: the problem of disjointed 

and poorly timed educational offerings. Although it has been several 

years since I experienced the transition to electronic documentation, I 

vividly recall the anxiety and frustration I felt on the day of go-live, when 

I tried to recall information from training that had occurred six weeks 

earlier. Also speaking to the need for proper preparation of education 

curriculum and format, Fred (2009) described an experience in his facility 

that he thought fell far short of being optimal: 

I don't think we had a good education plan at all. It really kind of 

stank the way we did it; at least I thought so. We had people from 

each unit that were chosen as super-users and I was one of those. 

The super-users got the first classes and then we helped with the 

other classes for everybody else. The first people to go, the super

users, but not all of them, got eight hours of class each day for two 

days before we helped out in classes. The first day was for the 

charting and the second was for order entry and management. 

After a bit, our administration decided they didn't want to do that. 

I heard it was costing too much, so we got cut down to just the 

eight hours one day and four hours the next for super-users. 

Really, that was OK because it didn't take that long to learn the 
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orders stuff. We'd been doing orders for a while but just on a 

different system. Then the regular classes were eight hours, but it 

wasn't like the class we got because it didn't have anything but the 

tasks to do. What happened was we were doing two different 

applications - charting and orders - and those were two totally 

different systems but we were doing them at the same time and 

everybody, like all the nurses, had to learn both of the. We really 

need about eight hours on charting and maybe four or so on orders 

but they decided we could only have a total of eight hours to cram 

both of those into everybody's heads, so we did orders for about 

three hours and charting for about five in that one day. It was 

brutal stuff and everybody hated it, I mean, they hated it big time. 

(Fred, personal communication, December 15, 2009) 

Generational differences appeared as a prominent and unexpected 

sub-theme within the context of the educational experiences described by 

study participants. Discussing education and generational differences, 

Diane (2010) observed, 

Once we actually went to the computer, I noticed that the older 

generations were having a lot more trouble than the younger 

people. I was one of the super-users and so, for a while, I didn't 

take patients; I just helped people chart in the computer. I noticed 
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that I was helping the same three or four older nurses, pretty much 

all day long. (Diane, personal communication, February 18, 2010) 

During my own experience adapting to electronic documentation and 

through the years I spent as an instructor for a prominent vendor of 

electronic documentation systems, I observed some of the same 

difficulties teaching older nurses. With this in mind, I asked Diane 

whether she noticed any younger nurses that had similar types of 

problems or if she found that the younger nurses in her hospital, as a 

group, seemed more comfortable with the new technology. After thinking 

about this for a moment, Diane (2010) responded, 

Yeah, it was one of those things where we're [younger nurses] not 

afraid to click on something and see what it is and what it will do, 

but [older nurses] don't want to click on something because they 

don't know if they're going to be able to get back to where they 

wanted [to be] or if it's going to go up to the gods in the sky and 

that's going to be the end-all, be-all and they can't fix it or edit it if 

they mess something up. So, I did notice a big generational gap and 

you would always have questions from other people, from younger 

people, but it wasn't even as big of a deal or as time-consuming or 

earth-shattering for them. Some of the older nurses would leave 

crying and saying, "Am I going to be able to do this?" and I can see 
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it if you're not used to computers or if you don't have a computer 

at home. It's scary to go to something like that; especially when 

your license and your livelihood depend on it. (Diane, personal 

communication, February 18, 2010) 

Sandra (2010) mentioned similar generational differences in 

relation to how education was accepted by nurses in her facility: 

Our education? Oh, that was a fine mess. <laughter> We all got the 

same training, which was about eight hours on the charting system. 

For some of us, that was plenty to start with, though there should 

have been more later. Anyway, that's another story but I was in this 

class with about 10 other nurses and some of them didn't handle it 

too well at all and at one point it got downright ugly in my class. 

(Sandra, personal communication, February 20, 2010) 

I asked Sandra to explain what happened in more detail: 

We had this older nurse, I guess she was about 60 or so and had 

been at the hospital for a long, long time. I don't know how long 

but it was long; maybe too long because she got really mad and 

started yelling and stomped out of the room. She said she wasn't 

going to do that shit and they couldn't make her. I don't know what 

happened with her after that because I didn't know her, so I don't 

know if she left, got fired, or still works there. She was mighty 
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angry and was throwing things around and got all crazy. And, you 

know, she wasn't the only one that had trouble but she was the 

only that went nuts like that. (Sandra, personal communication, 

February 20, 2010) 

The scene she described very closely resembled one of my own as a 

consultant, when an older nurse at a client hospital became so frustrated 

that she threw the computer mouse at her monitor and left the room. 

After a one-on-one remedial session in basic computer navigation, this 

nurse managed to complete her training. I recall this experience 

impressing upon me long ago the fallacy of assuming that all registered 

nurses approach the transition to electronic documentation with the 

same computer skill set. 

As I did when discussing this theme of generational differences 

with Diane, I asked Sandra (2010) whether she noticed any other ol~er 

nurses having problems and whether she felt these problems seemed to 

be different from those experienced by the younger nurses: 

Sure, there were some older nurses who had trouble but there were 

nurses my age that had problems too. Were they any different? 

Yeah, I think the difference was that the younger nurses who had 

trouble adapting got over it quicker. I didn't hear anything about 

any of the nurses more my age having an outburst during classes. 
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It seemed to take the older nurses longer to wrap their heads 

around the computer charting and they were more negative about 

it all. I didn't know too many of them, but there were a couple of 

older nurses on my floor that had some trouble. We helped them 

and they do all right now so just because they might have been 

negative and had some trouble, that didn't mean they couldn't do 

it. I think maybe they should have separated the classes a little 

better and helped some of the older nurses more but I don't know 

if they could do that. (Sandra, personal communication, February 

20, 2010) 

In addition to generational differences, Sandra's observations point to 

elements of social interaction that situate this experience within the 3DNI 

space. Individual nurses are part of a larger social whole that includes the 

nurses on their nursing unit. Transitioning to electronic charting is itself 

an individual activity, but it occurs in a somewhat public social context. 

Lisa (2009) also discussed her own perceptions of the effect of age 

demographics on the educational process: 

The reality is, I think it has a lot to do with demographics, as far as 

physical age is concerned and history, like prior usage. You know, 

if you come from a background where you used computers a lot, 
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it's probably easier to do this; to make this transition. (Lisa, 

personal communication, December 6, 2009) 

While interviewing Fred, I made notes about the significance of his 

increased animation as he described his education experience. In his 

powerful and image-conjuring description of a crowded and 

uncomfortable physical space, Fred (2009) noted, 

Well, that was the big thing, I mean, you'd hate it too, sitting in a 

cramped room with a bunch of other people, trying to learn one 

thing that's tough anyway and then, all of a sudden, switching to 

another thing in the middle of the day. It's like, "OK, we're done 

with that, now no more questions or work on that one. Put that 

away and let's do something totally different." It was really hard to 

keep your head straight on it. But that wasn't the whole problem 

and it led to the other big problem. Because we didn't have enough 

time, we had to rush through all of the functions. Some of them we 

had hands-on and some we only got to show and that was a real 

problem for some of the nurses. (Fred, personal communication, 

December 15, 2009) 

As Fred spoke, I recalled some of the physical spaces in which I have 

taught electronic nursing documentation. In too many cases, the 
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classrooms available in hospitals have been very much like that described 

by Fred: cramped, uncomfortable, and not conducive to adult learning. 

In a follow-up interview, I asked Fred (2009) about his experience 

ivith different age groups in his education process and whether there was 

anyone in particular he was thinking about with his previous reference. 

He responded, 

It was especially hard for some of our older nurses. We actually 

had two nurses who quit over the whole thing. They went through 

the training but after that they got so frustrated and I think scared, 

that they quit and went to another hospital that was still on paper. 

I mean, I'm not the youngest nurse but I'm not in that older group 

either. I've used computers enough that they don't scare me so it's 

not a problem. Some of the older nurses seemed terrified of the 

computers and some didn't know how to use the mouse. I mean, 

how can you learn computer charting if you can't do the basic stuff 

on the computer to begin with? It seemed like they were to 

concrete or linear or something. It was like they couldn't take what 

they learned and apply to what they do every day. That was worse 

because of the way we had to teach, without as much hands-on as 

we wanted. (Fred, personal communication, December 19, 2009) 
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My conversation with Angie regarding her education experience 

also revealed a sub-theme of generational differences in accepting and 

using the new technology. Initially, Angie (2010) described a positive 

experience with the education she received and also spoke about 

reaching out to the system vendor for assistance with education: 

Our education was pretty good for the most part. Sure, we had our 

share of problems but I think our team really tried hard and did a 

good job with it. We don't have a very big department to do all that 

stuff so the hospital contracted with the company that made the 

computer charting and they helped [develop] the education 

[materials]. I don't know how much or what parts or anything that 

we did or they did but it all got put together pretty well and I 

thought they mapped it out pretty good. (Angie, personal 

communication, January 31, 2010) 

When I asked Angie to tell me more about the "problems" that she had 

mentioned, she said, 

We had problems with the actual classes sometimes. After I went to 

class I got chosen to help out with other classes because, like I said, 

we don't have a big education department <;lnd they couldn't handle 

all of the classes by themselves, so that was a little bit of a problem 

but we got that taken care of by having people like me help out 
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with classes. I helped with some classes that were really good and 

some others that didn't go too [well] at all, where some of the staff 

got kind of off-track and a little mad sometimes because not 

everybody does the same or as well as some others with the 

computer or other new things. Most of the sta_ff did really pretty 

well in the classes and I think they learned it OK but there were 

some who didn't learn it [well] at all and I think some of those were 

just because they just didn't want to do it. It was like they just had 

a bad attitude about it and didn't want to learn and they just dared 

us to try to teach them, but there were some who just couldn't 

seem to get it, like it was just too foreign for them. (Angie, personal 

communication, January 31, 2010) 

Exploring the emergent sub-theme of generational differences in 

adapting to electronic charting, I asked Angie (2010) whether she saw any 

pattern with the staff that had more problems; specifically, whether she 

observed any generational differences in the ability of nurses to accept 

and function adequately within this new system of documentation: 

You mean, did the older nurses do worse than the younger ones or 

the other way around? I don't know, there were a few younger 

nurses who were the ones who just didn't want to learn and there 

were some older ones that just didn't seem to get it, so, yeah, I 
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guess you could say there were more of the older nurses who had 

problems but I think they were just scared or anxious. [They] had a 

lot of anxiety built up because they didn't use computers as much. 

(Angie, personal communication, January 31, 2010) 

In addition to generational differences in learning electronic 

documentation another sub-theme emerged within the theme of 

education: disjointed education, referencing the timing and type of 

education provided by hospitals. Several participants described a 

preference for scenario-based training rather than training that 

emphasized the mechanics and functionality of the computer 

applications. They felt the training should closely emulate their use of 

the applications in "real-world" situations. They also lamented the 

unfortunate timing of education and consistently expressed a desire that 

education sessions be held closer to the actual go-live date. Most felt 

their training was offered so far ahead of their eventual use of the system 

that they f argot much of what they had learned in training and had to re

learn the system when it went live. Speaking to this issue of disjointed 

education, Diane (2010) said, 

It was maybe two months before and I remember people saying, 

"By the time we go live I'm not going to remember any_ of this." So, I 

do remember there being a bit of anxiety with that. Well, it was in a 
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classroom pretty much like this and she would say, "Here is the 

assessment" and she would click on stuff and walk you through it, 

doing the full assessment. We had computers in front of us and 

you know, she would say, "Put in this" or "Try this" and she did 

that, basically, for all of them; the I&O, the assessments, the re

assessments, doctor communication, nurse-to-nurse report, and all 

that kind of thing. Our physicians weren't doing the order entry 

yet. The main things we were doing were the assessments, the re

assessments, and the admissions. That's another thing; the RNs 

had to do the admission assessments and so that was easier for us 

than it was for the LVNs, because they had never seen the RN 

assessment in the computer. So that was another thing that was 

kind of stressful for them. We could just bop through it because we 

had been doing them. (Diane, personal communication, February 

18, 2010) 

Yvonne (2009) also talked about the timing of education and what 

would have made her education a better experience, stating, "Probably to 

implement it a whole lot sooner. After we have the training, then let's use 

it" (Yvonne, personal communication, November 29, 2009). Yvonne and I 

discussed the need to train several hundred nurses and I asked her what 

could be done to re-stimulate the nurses' thinking when training is 
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started several weeks or months ahead of the proposed go-live date. 

Yvonne (2009) considered the question and answered, 

Well, don't go to eight full hours; that's too much all at once. Break 

it up into smaller modules, and you know, what I would do is have 

maybe two or three people, the super users, and have people who 

are really technology-oriented, who really like it, do their normal 

charting on paper and do the computer. (Yvonne, personal 

communication, November 29, 2009) 

This timing of application training was also a topic in my 

conversations with Lisa. When I asked Lisa (2009) how far ahead of the 

go-live date her education took place, she replied, 

That's a problem, in my opinion because I think training needs to 

happen and then usage needs to happen within days of that. When 

the training happens, and in my case the training happened and the 

usage didn't start for like, three weeks. When that happens, people 

really don't care. "Show me whatever you want to show me today 

but I'm not going to use it for three weeks, I'll need to re-learn it 

then, when I get to the floor." (Lisa, personal communication, 

December 6, 2009) 

In the narrative moment she described, Mary also considered the timing 

of education and her personal and social experience, shared with other 
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nurses in her facility, important elements in the formation of her own 

attitudes. In a follow-up interview, Mary (2010) offered the following 

insights: 

Oh, yes, I remember that very well because I recall commenting to 

some team members that it seemed that we were going to class 

very early in the game. As I recall, I attended class about eight 

weeks before we started using the system for our patients and that 

seemed like a very long time, especially when you're being exposed 

to something that is very foreign to you. I know I was not the only 

nurse who forgot a lot of what she learned during that one-day 

class and that's for sure. I believe that was one of the things that 

made us anxious; we only got to use the computers that one day in 

class and then we didn't get to practice or have any other exposure 

until we had to use them for real. (Mary, personal communication, 

January 8, 2010) 

Stories told by the participants suggested that the type or format 

of training was strongly intertwined in the sub-theme of timing. 

Participants who discussed this aspect of education related a strong 

preference for hands-on training that is scenario-based, rather than 

lectures and demonstrations of application functions. Commenting on 

the format of her computer training, Sandra (2010) noted, 
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Yes, we did have a good amount of hands-on in our training and 

that was very helpful for me. I'm one of those people who learns 

best by doing something. I think if I'd been in a class where they 

just showed us the programs I wouldn't have learned nearly as well 

as I did. I'm not sure if I know exactly what you mean by scenario

based learning but I think we did something like that because they 

wrote some things on the board about a certain patient [like] age, 

gender, diagnosis, and such. Those were the things we were 

supposed to use to pretend that patient was admitted to the floor 

and we had to chart on them. So, if that's what you mean, we did 

that scenario stuff and yes, I think it helps because it's more real to 

you when you learn something that's more like what you do on the 

floor. If I work on a medical unit and you talk just about babies and 

don't let me do what I do every day, it's hard to relate, at least for 

me. (Sandra, personal communication, February 20, 2010) 

Among study participants, Sandra's experience was not unique. In 

my own experience I have had many occasions to teach electronic 

documentation with and without using scenario-based techniques. I 

consistently found the scenario-based model to be superior. In my 

experience, nurses absorb the information more readily when it closely 

approximates their existing practice. When Lisa (2009) and I discussed 
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her training, she spoke of an experience with education that did not 

include real-world scenarios and how that promoted a disconnection 

between nurses and electronic documentation: 

I_t was task-oriented and I think that one reason for that is the 

people who designed the system, or the members of the pilot 

group, become so familiar with it that they forget what it was like 

to be there on Day One. You have a tendency to not recall how 

difficult it was for you personally in the beginning, and they tend 

to leave out things that are very transparent to them because 

they've simply forgotten that aspect of it. (Lisa, personal 

communication, December 6, 2009) 

As Emily (2009) described the need for a strong campaign of 

education in preparation for the conversion to electronic documentation, 

she also emphasized the use of real-world workflow in training sessions: 

After we did our pilot study they went further into the areas that 

they needed to emphasize and [ one area] was education. So, as they 

started developing an education curriculum to bring everybody up 

on the electronic documentation system, they really made that -a 

big emphasis and that made a big difference. They really did a big 

campaign, the education piece was a big, important piece and they 

worked into that education the workflow, so people had a better 
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understanding. This was all tied to this pilot study, and that's what 

I call it, this two-week let's-get-ready, let's-do-it pilot and now when 

they were ready to initiate this whole hospital-wide process they 

did a better job with the education piece. (Emily, personal 

communication, October 15, 2009) 

Emily was the first participant in this study to be interviewed and at the 

time l had not yet identified themes that would eventually emerge. When 

the sub-themes of education timing and format began to emerge, I made 

notes to speak again with Emily; to ask her about the type of education 

she received and whether it was primarily functional or scenario-based. In 

a follow-up interview, Emily (2009) related the following: 

I think a scenario is a lot better to use as an educational tool, 

because it emphasizes that individual nurse and her assessment 

and charting skills instead of emphasizing the functions of the 

technology. Nurses are not doing everything together as a group 

the same, even though maybe the end result should be the same. 

Everybody has different assessment ways and it's just that 

everybody does things differently. It's just that you want to get to 

the same end result, like the assessment is done and charted. How I 

do it and how you do it might be very different and that should be 

OK and be recognized. So scenarios are so much better than just 
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having it structured where everybody charts vitals and then charts 

an assessment without knowing how those are tied together or how 

they'll do them in their real job. Well, I do believe that more hands

on education, even though they gave me a good amount of time in 

the computer lab would be beneficial. I think a lot more scenario 

exercises would have been a lot more beneficial instead of saying 

put this keystroke here, click on this, click on that. I think 

[scenario-based training] would supplement that person's 

knowledge and skills of how they're going to go and document. 

(Emily, personal interview, December 11, 2009) 

Participants spoke strongly about the theme of education and the 

role it played in their transition to electronic documentation. Time and 

again I found myself identifying closely with their stories as I recalled my 

own experience. This theme contributes to the narrative moments 

described in participants' storied experiences; moments also colored by 

the themes of support and the environment of care. 

The Theme of Support 

The second major theme to emerge in my conversations with my 

participants is the theme of support. Support was described in several 

different ways and included support of physical devices and spaces, 

personnel support, and communication as a form of support. 
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Communication in this context included inner, personal communication, 

peer-to-peer communication, and vertical communication with designers 

and administrators. Participants felt well supported when vertical 

communication was good and poorly supported when that 

communication was poor. 

Speaking to the need for personnel support, Diane (2010) noted 

that support in her facility came from within the hospital and from the 

software vendor: 

When we did the go-live, we did have somebody from [the vendor] 

who provided our system and there was somebody on call 24 hours 

a day, [in case] something wasn't working, I guess because they had 

to build it. I remember that there wasn't an area for bone marrow 

biopsies and so we had to reach them and they had to go through 

whatever to get it into the computer, but there were people 

available 24 hours a day for about the first week and after that 

there was usually someone available through nursing education; 

through the nursing IT department for a couple of weeks after that 

too, so that was helpful. (Diane, personal communication, February 

18, 2010) 

From my own experience, I understand that contracting with an HIT 

vendor for go-live support can be a very beneficial method of supporting 
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institutional staff. Additionally, super-users, staff members who have 

received additional training and show an aptitude for teaching, provide 

invaluable support during the go-live period. Diane spoke of the 

importance of having extra staff available for support; the need to 

increase the number of nurses available on each unit and the importance 

of super-users to assist direct care nurses: 

For the first four days, there were two super-users per shift that 

weren't taking patients at all. After that, for the next week or so 

there was at least one super-user there and after that I remember 

they'd say they'd need this shift covered and it has to be a super

user and stuff like that. So, there was always somebody there to be 

able to answer questions or to be able to walk somebody through 

something and really, you know, a lot of it was the application part 

of it. I mean, we knew how to get through the assessment. We knew 

how to put bowel sounds in. It was the things like, "Oh my gosh, I 

had never thought of that before." So we super-users were learning 

at the same time but we were just more used to clicking around on 

things and working through it, whereas the nurses taking care of 

patients don't necessarily have time for that. (Diane, personal 

communication, February 18, 2010) 
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At the risk of stating the obvious, my experie'nce and that of the 

nurses represented in this inquiry parallel the conclusions of authors 

cited previously, who noted that strong and multifaceted administrative 

support is critical to the success of the implementation of electronic 

documentation systems. Continuing her narrative, Diane noted that the 

administrative support in her facility was fairly good, providing her with 

the training, personnel, and physical hardware support she needed. In 

response to my inquiry regarding administrative support, Diane (2010) 

described her inner dialogue in this way: 

There was never a time when I [felt], "Oh my gosh, we're out here 

on our own." I feel like they really backed us up; especially being 

able to page someone 24 hours a day, just letting us know what we 

needed to expect, and supporting us through it with education and 

our expectations and all of that. (Diane, personal communication, 

February 12, 2010) 

With respect to personnel support, Lisa (2009) said, "We had some super

users on the units but there wasn't a super-user there 24/7" (Lisa, 

personal communication, December 6, 2009). 

While super-users provide vital educational and moral support to 

direct-care nurses, I have observed that they do not generally provide 

patient care while acting as super-users. When considering staffing levels 
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in preparation for go-live, the experiences of this study's participants 

mirror my own and speak to the need for administrative support through 

increased staffing. When I asked Lisa how often additional direct-care 

staff should be available on nursing units during the go-live period, she 

replied, 

All the time. I know that what I see, when something like this rolls 

out on the floor, is additional staffing is not always supplied to 

help with the daily activities - the patient load. If you normally 

handle four or five patients that day, most of the time we were 

required to handle the same number of patients, even when a new 

system was rolling out and the frustration comes from the time 

aspect. I think when something like this rolls out, and it's a huge 

financial impact, maybe for the first few days you only have three 

patients, until you get faster and more comfortable with it. I think 

that would relieve a lot of the frustration and turmoil on the floor 

or in the unit, that goes along with it because what happens is, 

people tend to get behind. That affects the whole unit, like when 

the call light goes off, you know, other departments call, patients 

need help, and you're sitting at a computer, trying to get through 

something and you can't do your nursing job. What you are doing 

is a job to try to get through this system and as a result, neither 
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aspect gets the attention that it needs. (Lisa, personal 

communication, December 6, 2009) 

Following up on the emerging theme of support and how it may be 

affected by administrative focus, I asked Lisa (2009) to describe her 

impressions of the organizational focus at the time of go-live. Her 

response reveals how personal and social perceptions may be affected by 

perceived lack of administrative support: 

The focus was not on patients and their needs; the focus was on, 

"You need to document this, this way." And typically, what I've 

seen is that management or the organization comes out with, 

they'll even say, "Well, we gave you the training. If you had 

questions or if it was hard, why didn't you ask then?" That just 

shuts you down. "Why didn't you ask then? Well, because I was 

afraid I'd get the reaction that I'm getting from you now, on the 

floor." (Lisa, personal communication, December 6, 2009) 

Fred (2009) also had strong feelings about support. I asked him what he 

thought would have improved his overall experience in this transition to 

electronic documentation: 

One thing that I know would have helped is more people. You 

know, beefing up the staffing and the number of super-users on 

the floor on that first day. We only had one super-user on each 
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floor and just the regular number of nurses when we went live. I 

tried to say something, to make them put another super-user and 

one more nurse on each floor for a couple of days, but that didn't 

go anywhere. I'm pretty sure that would have been a help. Sure, it 

would have cost something but only for a few days. Instead, the 

cost for things like overtime, anxiety, fear, and time off probably 

off set our initial savings. I don't know; it just wasn't the way to do 

it. Like I said, we were kind of set adrift by Administration with a 

system we didn't understand and without a lot of backing. The 

doctors seemed to hate it and were always hounding the nurses for 

printed reports because they didn't want to look up things on the 

computer for themselves. They'd find a nurse sitting at a computer 

and tell her to print off [nursing documentation] for today, when it 

was all onli:J;Ie. That made things harder and made more work for 

the nurses, so they weren't too happy about this new system, and if 

they didn't help the docs they'd get reported to Administration. It's 

no wonder we had trouble getting buy-in. I blame Administration 

totally for that because they didn't have a good plan, didn't 

advertise it well to doctors or nurses, and didn't support nurses in 

any way. The nurses didn't get extra staffing, didn't get moral 

support, or technical help that they needed, so I think that was 
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personally what I saw as the biggest problem; the hardest thing to 

overcome. (Fred, personal communication, December 15, 2009) 

Although somewhat strident, Fred's response clearly identifies the need 

for appropriate personnel and administrative support and directs blame 

to the hospital administration for failure to provide that support. 

Unfortunately, Fred was probably not the only nurse in his facility 

harboring negative feelings toward the hospital administration's actions 

during this time of transition. 

Nurses experiencing the transition to electronic documentation 

must share responsibility for assuring the project's success. Like Fred, 

Emily (2 009) also alluded to the need for continuous, visible 

administrative support, but also described the need for an internal 

dialogue of support stemming from a personal acceptance of change: 

I think you have to .. .I think personally, if you have an open mind 

you can better receive the change and in my own personal opinion, 

if somebody in the organization got us someone outside the 

organization who was using the system to give us some support, 

[it] would help. I think the more you hear about electronic 

documentation and success stories about using it at other facilities, 

[the more] that helps to bring down that level of uneasiness. (Emily, 

personal communication, October 15, 2009) 
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Participants were also frustrated by a perceived lack of support in 

terms of design and usage considerations. Yvonne (2009) talked about a 

hospital design team that seemed disconnected from practical use: 

So here we are. Every time they try to fix it they end up adding 

more pages and we're still charting the same bloody things in 

multiple places because maybe one person forgot to chart it in one 

place, so now we have to chart it in multiple places to make sure it 

gets into the record .... It's a design by people who don't use it. 

(Yvonne, personal communication, November 29, 2009) 

During a conversation with Lisa (2009), I asked her to clarify what 

she felt she would need and would ask for to make the transition·a better 

experience. Her response succinctly and concisely summarized the theme 

of support: 

Give me the resources I need - teachers and users - because I need 

them both. I need the education and the people to help make it 

work. That's a huge expense. After that, we can do the little 

trinkets and things. We need to acknowledge that not everything 

leads to the go-live day and support the people who make it work 

each day. (Lisa, personal communication, December I 8, 2009) 

Recalling my own frustrations during my hospital's implementation 

process, I can envision myself echoing Lisa's words. Drawing from my 
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experience as a co-participant in the journey from paper to electronic 

documentation and as a representative of a major HIT vendor, I would 

plead for all decision-makers to understand that while the go-live date is 

important, it should not be the sole focus of their efforts. 

Communication is another important part of support. This 

communication may be verbal, nonverbal, or written. It may be directed 

inward to the self in the form of internal "pep talks", or outward in the 

provision of motivation to others. Supportive communication may also 

take place by simply listening to the frustrations and concerns of other 

nurses. When asked to name any one aspect of the conversion from 

paper to electronic charting that stands out for her, Yvonne (2009) spoke 

about the problems of communication within the electronic 

documentation system itself and how that failure undermines support 

for the nursing process: 

Communication. The communication issue, like I talked about 

before. If somehow in [the electronic documentation] my chart 

could be more communicative and more concise, not this never

ending charting, that would be awesome. That would be easier for 

you when I hand off to you or when you hand off to me and we 

could each see what the other did. It's all communication. What 

you're teaching us it's all about communication. When you're 
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designing our systems, if you'd talk to us instead of just putting in 

there what they lawyers think needs to be in the charting. 

Sometimes it seems like our s"ystem is designed by ,different teams 

in different cities and they all get together by satellite and squish it 

together. (Yvonne, personal communication, November 29, 2009) 

As Yvonne described the imaginary team assembling an HIT system via 

satellite, I was reminded of my experience working with new versions of 

software for a HIT vendor. As industry analysts, we full understood that 

new software typically contained "bugs" that would be corrected through 

software patches, but we often joked that new versions seemed to be 

developed by four engineers sitting in four corners of the same building, 

who never talked to each other. 

Communication failures may be tied directly to the initial feelings 

of anxiety and frustration described earlier by these nurses. Lisa (2009) 

spoke of these feelings of anxiety and frustration when she described the 

lack of communication she experienced in her own hospital: 

I think typically, um, and what I experienced is that information is 

sent out from the corporate headquarters; from the hospital 

organization that this is the change we are going to make. I think 

there was already a sub-group or committee that had already tested 

this launch pad. I would say that more than 50 percent of the 
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people were unaware that this was going on behind the scenes, so 

for them it's quite a shock and the first you hear of it is when it 

starts being publicized throughout the organization. Unless you're 

a person who tries to keep up with what's going on with what's 

coming in six months or a year, I think it's very frustrating and it 

kind of hits you like a Mack truck. (Lisa, personal communication, 

December 6, 2009) 

Sandra (2010) echoed some of the same thoughts about 

communication and support; however, her experience exemplifies an 

administrative position that potentiates ill will as it marginalizes the 

input and feelings of the staff that are called upon to use the 

documentation system: 

I don't think our administration did a very good job of 

communicating sometimes. When we first got the system or were 

going to get the system, they announced it like it was a done deal. I 

guess really it was, so they just said, "We bought it and you're 

going to use it." I don't know about other nurses but I never have 

felt like I had any say in any of it, like when changes are made, I 

don't know who decided to make them. They just come out and we 

get told about it and that's that. It's too bad because I may have 

some good ideas about how to make the charting better but I don't 
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say anything. I mean, even if I felt like they'd listen, I don't know 

who I'd tell anyway. (Sandra, personal communication, February 20, 

2010) 

Narratives of communication as a form of administrative support 

were by no means entirely negative. Mary and Diane presented 

communication narratives that diverged from the stories told by Lisa and 

Sandra. I have personally visited several hospitals where administrators 

did an excellent job communicating with employees about their system 

implementation projects. In her story, Mary (2009) pointed out the 

positive aspects of good communication and administrative support: 

We had pretty good communication, which did help us, at least I 

think so. I felt like that we had good support from our 

administration and our team did a good job of telling us about 

what was happening, from the first announcements and through 

the whole changeover. Did that come across as good support? Well, 

I can't speak for anyone but myself but I think so, yes. I had my 

own times of frustration and all but I always knew who I could turn 

to for help. That means a lot to those of us who aren't the most 

computer-savvy folks and it makes you more comfortable with the 

computer and the charting and the entire system. I'd have to give 

our team pretty good marks for the way they handled supporting 
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us through the change. (Mary, personal communication, November 

2, 2009) 

Diane described how her hospital managed to avoid many potential 

problems with vertical communication disseminated from the hospital 

administration to the nursing staff. She described a hospital 

administration that apparently took the importance of good 

communication with staff to heart. Diane (2009) commented that, in her 

facility she observed the following: 

I think mostly it's just about communication. I mean, 

Administration can't come in and just say, "This is what we're 

doing at that's that" because there needs to be a lot of input from 

many places to prepare for the go-live. For the nurses, that helps 

foster ownership and yeah, we did have some ownership in it. So, 

when something wasn't working, we could go to our boss and just 

tell her. I think it's really just about communication. (Diane, 

personal communication, February ,18, 2010) 

Communication as a form of support can also be tied back to 

education and generational differences in learning. Yvonne (2009) 

discussed how these may be linked as she described how older nurses 

who have difficulty learning a new charting system may be supported: 
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I think the only thing that you could do for our older nurses would 

be to find something that would help them buy in. If you could talk 

to them and ask them what they like about it and what they don't 

like about it and what would be helpful. "What screens do you wish 

you had?" and "What screens do you hate?" or "What screens do 

you never use and what is redundant?" They'll tell you what is 

redundant because they've been to every one of the screens and 

they hate it. You know, chart one thing one time instead of in five 

places. They hate that, even more than I do. If you could say 

something like, "You are our experienced nurses. Yes, this is new 

technology but nursing is nursing. As an experienced nurse, what 

have you seen using this and what would help provide the best 

care? We are going to have computer charting, so what can we do 

to make it better?" If you took them aside and made them feel like, 

"They heard me; they're listening and the changes they made 

reflected what I needed", then when you roll out the next version 

you could go to these dinosaurs and say, "OK dinosaur, you are 

going to love this new version because it reflects some of your 

ideas and your opinions. Yes, there's still some stuff that you may 

not like but it's there because other people need it. But in response 
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to you, we gave you what you needed." (Yvonne, personal 

communication, November 29, 2009) 

Adequate and appropriate support is a critical element in the 

successful completion of any project. As described by the nurse 

participants in this study, it may come in the form of the provision of 

physical supplies, the budgeting for additional support staff, or 

concerted efforts to provide timely communication. Communication will 

again surface as a persistent sub-theme in participants' discussions of 

the environment of care. 

The Theme of Environment of Care 

As described by Magilocchetti (2010), the Joint Commission 

standard EC.03.01.01 requires staff and licensed independent 

practitioners to be familiar with their roles and responsibilities relative to 

the environment of care. "The requirements contained in standard 

EC.03.01.01 include key elements of performance (EPs) that are basic to 

maintaining patient safety within the environment of care" (Patient Safety 

and Environment of Care, ~ 1). The third major theme is entitled the 

environment of care because the nurse participants with whom I 

conversed related aspects of the transition to electronic documentation 

that speak to patient safety and appear to parallel the Joint Commission 

standard. 
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In an effort to identify aspects of learning and using electronic 

documentation systems that may affect patient safety and the nurse

patient dyad, I initially asked my participants how they felt the 

introduction of the computer affected their practice of nursing. The first 

interview introduced the phrase nursing the computer to describe 

situations in which the nurse may focus so intently upon the mechanics 

of computerized documentation that patient care and focus may be 

affected. Conversations with other participants continued in the same 

vein, providing several descriptions bearing close resemblance to my own 

experience with this phenomenon. I asked Emily (2009) to think back to 

when she first started using electronic documentation and relate how it 

affected her practice of nursing as she learned the system. She described 

her experience in this manner: 

I felt harried at first, you know, like I had to do [all my work] in this 

window of twelve hours; that I had to get everything in, as much as 

I could and then some, and still take care of my patient one-to-one. 

I felt like how I used the computer was driving how I was giving 

care and then I discovered that how this facility had everything set 

up, we actually had everything in the patient's room; the 

computers, the laptops, and realizing it was there for use as a tool 

and I started to rearrange the way I actually took care of my 
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patients. But at first I felt totally harried, like I've got to do this and 

I've got to do that. (Emily, personal communication, October 15, 

2009) 

Emily's response prompted me to think more about the concept of 

nursing the computer and to reflect on my own experience. I too have 

witnessed many nurses on the date of go-live who also appeared "totally 

harried" and whose attention appeared to be drawn from patient to 

computer. I subsequently included that phrase in future interviews. When 

I asked Diane (2010) whether she experienced or witnessed nurses 

engaged in nursing the computer, she replied, 

There definitely was some of that. It's a hard thing. You have to 

meet all of your responsibilities: your responsibilities to your 

patient, your responsibility to accurate documentation, your 

responsibility to yourself, and what you feel towards the patient. I 

remember thinking, instead of logging in right away, just going in 

and making a conscious decision to go and assess your patient and 

talk to your patient before you spend time logging in. That way you 

have your concentration on the patient and not on the computer 

screen, and our computer screens were huge and you didn't want 

that between you and the patient. It's a beast, you know, trying to 
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take care of the patient and the computer and make everybody 

happy. (Diane, personal communication, February 18, 2010) 

Pursuing this narrative, I asked Diane whether she felt patient safety was 

impaired when nurses had to concentrate so much on the computer 

because they were uncomfortable or unfamiliar with it: 

I guess the opportunity is there but I really didn't notice anybody 

specifically nursing the computer instead of taking care of the 

patient. There were definitely people, like the older nurses I talked 

about, that got really wrapped up in the charting and maybe there 

were possibilities that some of those times were really nu.rsing the 

computer, but I don't always know what they were supposed to be 

doing at that time with their patients. So, it's possible and the 

potential for that kind of problem is probably there. (Diane, 

personal communication, February 18, 2010) 

When asked the same question, Lisa (2009) responded very 

affirmatively that this phenomenon represented a patient safety issue for 

her. In her words: 

Initially, how it affected my practice is patients would suffer. They 

wouldn't get the attention they needed. From little things like, "I 

need help getting out of bed to go to the bathroom" to bigger 

things like, "I'm in pain." You don't get to respond to their needs as 
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quickly as you may have the week prior because you're locked in a 

box, for lack of a better description. "I have to learn this. I have to 

document on this system today because that's what the rules are 

and today, right now, that's going to take a higher priority than 

your needs, as a patient." It's like that because the focus that's 

presented to me, today, is to document everything on this 

computer. So, something has to give. If my patient load is not 

reduced, then what's going to happen is the quality of care that I 

give to my patients is going to [ diminish] because what the 

organization has presented to me today as being important is to 

document online, instead of taking care of my patients. (Lisa, 

personal communication, December 6, 2009) 

Lisa was not alone in her self-assessment with regard to her initial 

loss of patient focus as she learned to chart in an electronic medium. 

Angie (2010) also had some excellent personal insight into her own 

problems nursing the computer. 

Ha! <laughter> Guilty as charged! That was me. I hate to admit it 

but I know I did some of that when I first started charting in the 

computer and some of it was because of the program itself but 

some was because of the carts we had; you know, the stands that 

the computers were mounted on. When we started we had these 
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carts that I swear must have weighed a ton and a half. They were 

awful and they didn't roll very well and they had terrible battery 

life. When I'd get it rolled into the room the first thing I had to do 

is make sure I got it plugged, because if I didn't, by the time I got 

through with my physical assessment and tried to chart it, the 

thing would die. All my charting - gone! So between the two, I know 

my attention was diverted from the patient sometimes. Now, I 

don't think I ever missed anything or put any patients in danger 

but I know my attention wasn't on my patient lots of times and 

that could have been a real problem. Even if it wasn't a safety thing, 

it just doesn't look good and it makes it seem like you don't care 

about the patient and you're not giving good customer service. 

That's such a big thing now. (Angie, personal communication, 

January 31, 2010) 

When I began my own journey into electronic documentation, I 

experienced very similar problems with Computers on Wheels (COWs). 

Nurses consistently failed to plug in the units and batteries life was 

severely limited. 

Adding to the conversation, Fred related his experience with what I 

called nursing the computer. When I asked him whether he observed or 
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personally experienced this problem, Fred (2009) laughed loudly and 

said, 

That's really pretty funny because I had a physician make exactly 

that comment about two weeks after we started with the electronic 

charting. She was very concerned because she said just that -

nurses seemed to be spending too much time nursing the 

computers and they weren't paying attention to the patients. She 

didn't use the words patient safety, but that's exactly what she was 

talking about, that our attention wasn't focused on assessing and 

providing care for the patients because we were too wrapped up in 

the computers. She even took that complaint to Administration. Of 

course, that came back to the nurses on the floor as being their 

fa ult, so it just angered everyone and didn't solve anything. I don't 

know of any incident where a patient was actually harmed because 

a nurse's attention was diverted by working on the computer but I 

guess we'll never know if there were near-misses that happened 

during that time and could be attributed to the computers. [It] 

could be, but I don't know except it was a definite potential hazard 

for a while. I mean, anything that you have to use in patient care, · 

where you're not familiar with it and you have to spend extra time 

and attention on it instead of the patient; there's a real potential 
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for safety issues there, sure. That was probably more true for some 

nurses than for others. We had some nurses who really had some 

trouble and at least one or two who even quit over the computer 

charting. They were older nurses and probably had never really 

used computers much. Some of the older nurses did have more 

issues getting the hang of navigating, using the mouse, and saving 

their charting than the younger nurses. That wasn't across the 

board but I'd say there were more of those problems with the older 

generation nurses, like over 60, than the younger ones. (Fred, 

personal communication, December 15, 2009) 

Fred's remarks describe the confluence of education, support, and the 

environment of care. 

I have previously mentioned the role of communication as a 

facilitator of support and I found that it is also a strong component of 

the stories told about the environment of care and patient safety. Yvonne 

(2009) noted that the electronic record in her hospital does not show 

good continuity and often does not seem to communicate well with itself: 

"The trouble is that the same patient record doesn't seem to talk to the 

same patient record sometimes. If I have to fill things out in five different 

places, those five places ought to come together somewhere" (Yvonne, 

personal communication, November 29, 2009). Emily (2009) also spoke 
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about communication as it applied to the nurse-patient relationship and 

the nurse's ability to provide a safe environment of care: 

It really did make a big difference in how I delivered care to my 

patients because we did our documentation at the patient bedside 

and we were able to interact more with the patient's family. We 

were able to put down our documentation at the time and not after 

the fact, and it really gave me more hands-on with my patient by 

giving more education and delivering care to them, so it really 

made a big difference. Personally, I think that paper has, is all over 

the place. It's not as structured. I feel you look at electronic 

documentation, that because it is more structured, you get more 

clinical information about what's going on with the patient. 

So ... people, with their assessments, are just all over the place. 

Since it's more structured, I'd know more easily what you're trying 

to say about the patient. It's much clearer with the information 

you're trying to get across. I can easily read your notes if I need 

them for a reference and I don't have to figure out where things are 

and what you're saying. It's just better communication. (Emily, 

personal communication, October 15, 2009) 

Continuing our conversation, I asked Emily (2009) if she felt we 

could logically tie the improved communication she described to the 
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provision of a safe patient care environment. After considering the 

question for a moment, she replied in the affirmative and also noted that, 

over time, the possible negative aspects of nursing the computer 

subsided. As time passed, she and other nurses changed their opinions 

and considered the computerized documentation system to be an 

enhancement to patient safety, altering the environment of care for the 

better. She described the events in this way: 

Absolutely, we could. I think it's always safer for the patient when 

the healthcare providers, especially the nurses since there are so 

many of us coming and going, when we communicate better and 

more efficiently. It has to be a safety thing. If I can't read your 

charting I might think something is happening that is totally 

different from the patient's real condition .... Well, after getting 

exposed to it more and more, I really felt that it was enhancing 

patient safety. I have to say that probably after a good four weeks 

of interacting with the computer I realized that I could still nurse 

the patient. (Emily, personal communication, October 15, 2009) 

The three planes of the 3DNI space can be identified in this part of 

Emily's story. Communication between nurse and patient exemplifies the 

plane of interaction, while the physical space of the patient hospital room 

is entwined with that communication. Her story demonstrates how 
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movement along the temporal plane of the three-dimensional space 

reflects the evolution of one's storied experience. Time has the capacity 

to change everything; whether from good to bad, bad to good, or a 

change in intensity or character. I made notes about this in my journal so 

I would remember to pursue this line of reasoning with other 

participants, writing, "The safety issue and how nurses perceive the 

effects of electronic documentation on their ability to provide safe care 

has the potential to become a forceful theme in my study. In the future, I 

need to ask more about this" (J. Smith, journal entry, October 29, 2009). 

My conversations with Diane (2010) also revealed a narrative that 

spoke to me of changes to the environment of care that were sensitive to 

the passage of time. Replying to my question about her perceptions and 

experiences over time, she offered the following insights: 

It did change, I'd have to say, my workflow because before, if I was 

having a crazy day, I wouldn't even touch any of the paperwork 

until the end of it; and at the end of a 13-hour day you're so tired -

your brain is so tired - but now you have six, seven, or eight 

patients to chart on, depending on how many you discharged and 

admitted. How well are you going to be able to document what you 

did during the day unless you kept really good notes? At eight 

o'clock at night you just want to get out of there and you may 
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speed through your assessments and your documenting, but the 

good thing about computer documenting was that, and they made 

it very clear from the beginning, you're expected to chart at the 

bedside. There's no going in, doing your assessment, and then 

coming back out here to do your charting later. That's nice because 

at the end of the day you don't have six charts to open. You've 

already done at least your assessment and the plan of care was so 

quick because it was on the computer. (Diane, personal 

communication, February 18, 2010) 

Speaking with Yvonne about perceived changes in the environment 

of care over time, I reflected on the promises for the electronic record 

cited by the ONC (2008); to increase efficiency in providing care, increase 

administrative efficiencies, and decrease paperwork. I asked Yvonne 

(2009) whether she felt that her electronic documentation system 

represented a promise that continued to be unfulfilled. As she considered 

her answer, I noted that she appeared "visibly saddened" (J. Smith, field 

notes, November 29, 2009). She replied: 

Our system is. But I was talking online with some of my classmates 

and there are apparently systems out there that are outstanding. 

Some of the nurses on the chat board just rave about their systems 
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and I would love to use them, but I don't. (Yvonne, personal 

communication, November 29, 2009) 

Although Yvonne felt her hospital's electronic documentation 

system had many flaws and that many promises went unfulfilled, I 

wondered how she would describe the totality of her transition 

experience. I was somewhat surprised when Yvonne (2009) said, 

I like it - now. I like it now to the point that I find it very hard to 

paper chart when the computer goes down. I think it would be very 

difficult for me to go to work at a different facility that wasn't on 

electronic charting, you know, that was on paper. That said, I think 

we still do too much on paper ... Every time they work on it I'm 

hopeful that more of that potential will be realized, but I think 

there's still a lot of work to be done. Still, I think it has all the 

potential in the world. It just seems like it gets built by 

accountants, with the lawyers looking over their shoulders, saying, 

"I think you better add another box there because they won't chart 

that." I think we are charting for the lawyers and not on behalf of 

the patient right now, but the possibility of saving the patient time 

and effort and giving the nurse the possibilities we all want are 

there. (Yvonne, personal communication, November 29, 2009) 
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In a fallow-up interview with Mary, I asked her to talk about her 

overall experience in this transition and to describe any changes she 

noticed over time in her outlook and ability to provide a safe 

environment of care for her patients. Here is Mary's (2009) reply: 

As I said when we talked last, I was pretty positive about this 

venture when we started and I believe I stayed that way 

throughout. Certainly there have been changes, my goodness yes. I 

got much better at finding my way around the keyboard and the 

mouse and I no longer feel that I must devote so much of my 

attention to charting. Now, don't misunderstand me - I chart very 

thoroughly and always have. It's just that I no longer have to think 

so much about how I'm going to do it and I can concentrate more 

on what goes into my charting. I believe that means I am more able 

to devote my energies where they should be - to my patients. For 

me, that's been a very gratifying change because you know I was 

anxious at first. Now I no longer need to be and my patients 

probably sense that. Patients know when you're tense and 

uncertain and that makes them uncomfortable. It would be like 

trying to start an IV on a patient with bad veins when you're not 

good at starting IVs. You might even be shaky and the patient will 

immediately sense it. It's the same with the computer charting and 
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I'm comfortable with it now so my patients are probably more 

comfortable with me, in turn. (Mary, personal communication, 

November 25, 2009) 

Summary of the Findings 

My analysis of interviews from eight registered nurses who had 

completed the transition to electronic documentation revealed three 

major themes running through the narratives: education, support, and 

the environment of care. Within the major themes, sub-themes of 

generational differences, communication, and patient safety emerged. 

The themes and sub-themes of each participant's narrative moment were 

positioned within the 3DNI space and tied together by changes in 

experience and interpretation over time (temporality), the reflection of 

personal and social dialogue (interaction), and the nature of physical and 

metaphysical conditions in which the experiences occurred (environment 

of care). Nurse participants consistently identified appropriate and timely 

staff education, as well as administrative and peer support as essential 

elements in the successful implementation of electronic documentation 

systems. Further, they described a phenomenon in the environment of 

care wherein the use of electronic documentation, initially viewed as 

having a possible negative impact on patient safety, was later viewed as 

an enhancement. 
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CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY OF THE STUDY 

This study reflects my own circuitous progression from direct care 

participant to narrative inquirer, as well as my attempts to identify 

commonalities in the stories registered nurses employ to describe their 

experiences in this amazing and sometimes difficult transition in their 

clinical practice. The idea for the study grew out of my own experience 

and experiences related to me by nurse colleagues as they attempted to 

move from paper to computerized documentation. Among other 

pertinent discussions in this chapter, I believe it is important to address 

the answers to two important questions about this study. As I considered 

and re-considered options, a process that eventually led me to my topic 

of research, I repeatedly asked myself, "Why? Why choose this project 

and not some other?" Now, as this study approaches its conclusion and I 

consider its meanings and ramifications, I must also ask the simple 

question, "So what?" I will address the first question here and return to 

the second at a later point in this chapter. 

Why study nurses' storied experiences of transitioning to electronic 

documentation? This is a fair question; one with which I wrestled at some 

length in the early planning stages of the study and described in a 
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previous chapter. To distill that discussion to a few salient points, I have 

identified what I believe is a logical answer that can be laid out in the 

following progression: 

1. Electronic documentation systems are expensive and represent 

a large capital outlay for healthcare entities, so there is 

significant pressure to be successful and show a demonstrable 

return on investment. 

2. The possibility of a failure to adopt or inability to adapt to the 

system may place system implementations at risk. 

3. Registered nurses typically represent the largest professional 

group documenting with hospital-based electronic systems, 

whether measured by volume of data entered or actual number 

of users. 

4. Nurses also represent the largest percentage of employees and 

personnel budget for hospitals. 

5. Therefore, from human resource and fiscal perspectives, paying 

attention to the voices of those who represent the majority of 

users makes sound business sense. 

While teaching, implementing, and administering HIT systems, I 

have frequently had occasion to use a feature of programming language 

called conditional statements. The conditional If-Then statement offers a 
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concise, succinct method for expressing the logic I used to construct my 

argument for the study of nurses' experiences transitioning to electronic 

documentation. Using a conditional statement, we may state the 

following: If we do not attend to the experiences of others who have 

already transitioned to electronic documentation systems, then we may 

not be as successful as possible in our implementation; resulting in a 

potentially less-safe environment of care, sub-optimal return on 

investment, and employee dissatisfaction. I pref er this re-worded, 

positively-oriented conditional statement: If we attend to the experiences 

of others who have already transitioned to electronic documentation 

systems, then we will be as successful as possible in our implementation; 

resulting in a safer environment of care, optimal return on investment 

and improved employee satisf~ction. These statements are prima facie 

rational because professional nursing is holistically oriented and nursing 

care is holistically affected by nurses' experiences. 

Informed by this logic and line of reasoning, the following question 

guided my inquiry: What does it mean for registered nurses to transition 

from paper to electronic nursing documentation? By exploring the storied 

experiences of nurses' transition, we may better understand the challenges 

faced by nurses and hospital administrator; thereby informing future HIT 

purchases and the implementation of systems, policies, and procedures. 
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Summary 

Three major themes emerged during the analysis of participants' 

narratives: education, support, and the environment of care. These were 

further highlighted by sub-themes that included generational differences, 

communication, and patient safety. The themes and sub-themes 

represent elements of experiences that influence participants' 

perceptions and attitudes, as well as attempts to interpret the 

experiences' meanings using the 3DNI space. 

Discussion of the Findings 

What does it mean for registered nurses to transition from paper to 

electronic nursing documentation? As with all life experiences, the 

meanings individuals ascribe to the transition to computerized charting 

are at once extremely varied in their personal natures, yet socially shared 

and understood. Within the physical and social spaces defined by their 

clinical units and hospital organizations, nurses extract meanings from 

internal and external sources; from within themselves and from their 

shared experiences. They assign importance to the experience of 

transitioning to electronic documentation based on personal motivation, 

attitudes, and the influences of peers, administrators, as well as the 

clinical environments in which they must use. this new technology. 
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The words used by nurses in their narratives paint the experience of 

transition as a metaphorical journey, traveling from a time of dependence 

on paper documentation to a time of competent computerized charting. 

When I asked Emily (2009) to look back at the global picture, from the 

start of the transition project to the present, and try to think of a word, 

phrase, or theme to capture the essence of her narrative she said, 

It was kind of rocky. I can't think of an overall theme but it was an 

awesome ride. I think of where we were a few years ago with paper 

charting and where we are today and I can't even fathom that this 

was ever going to happen (Em~ly, personal communication, October 

15, 2009) 

The terms rocky and awesome ride do seem to capture the essence of this 

metaphorical journey from a time of paper to electronic documentation. 

Similar sentiments were echoed by several participants as they described 

their experiences. Fred (2009) referred to "fits and starts" (Fred, personal 

communication, December 15, 2009) as his hospital began the transition, 

while Angie (2010) remarked, "In some ways we got off to a bumpy start 

but I figured it would be good in the end and that's pretty much the way 

it went" (Angie, personal communication, January 31, 2010). Each 

participant described an evolutionary process that changed over time and 

each told stories of personal change that, in many ways, mirrored the 
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progress of the implementation. These changes reflect nurses' 

metaphorical journey through the temporal nature of experience and will 

be explored further within the framework of the three-dimensional space. 

The Theme of Education 

Nurses exposed to electronic documentation for the first time 

approach the technology as the beginners described by Benner (2001 ), 

who noted, "Beginners have had no experience of the situations in which 

they are expected to perform" (p. 20). While Benner's work refers 

primarily to clinical situations, the principles of theoretical education and 

experiential application may be useful in gauging nurses' progression 

from novice to expert in the use of computerized charting systems. Just 

as with clinical knowledge, nurses newly exposed to HIT systems cannot 

learn only by texts or online tutorials because they have "little 

understanding of the contextual meaning of the recently learned 

textbook terms" (Benner, 2001, p. 21). Toofany (2006) and Simpson 

(2005) spoke of fear, resistance, and technophobia among nurses, related 

to the increased reliance on computers in clinical areas. 

These problems are perpetuated when staff education and support 

are lacking. This was borne out in Emily's (2009) conversation regarding 

the education program in her facility when she bluntly stated, "The 

education was lacking because the hospital felt my unit was a good one 
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to pilot this and they just said we were going to do it" (Emily, personal 

communication, October 15, 2009). She went on to say that the lack of 

education resulted in nurses remaining uncertain of the steps they 

should take to chart, although they had documented the same type of 

information on paper for many years. Much of the distress and 

uncertainty felt by these nurses may have been ameliorated by providing 

adequate and appropriate education. 

What is appropriate education? In the context of learning to use a 

new HIT system, participants in this study spoke of three important 

components. They felt education should be scenario-based, hands-on, 

and provided in a timeframe proximate to the intended go-live date. 

Yvonne (2009) felt a change in the timing of the education would have 

been most beneficial for improving the education she received. Her 

feelings regarding the timing of education in the implementation process 

were shared by all participants, as they described classes that took place 

up to two months prior to their go-live dates. In Fred's (2009) words, "The 

training classes were held about a month or so before the schedule date 

to go live. It depended on when you signed up, of course, but there was a 

lag time and people forgot a lot of things" (Fred, personal 

communication, December 15, 2009). Fred and the other participants 

understood that it is logistically impossible to hold class for several 
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hundred nurses within a few days of an anticipated go-live date but felt 

that some process for refreshing knowledge should be in place. 

All participants agreed that hands-on, scenario-based training 

would have been preferable for learning electronic documentation. 

Several complained the classes they attended were too short for the 

volume of information that was presented. In some cases, such as those 

related by Fred and Emily, this resulted in training that was primarily 

function-based, where instructors spent the majority of class time 

demonstrating the functionality of the software. Both described sub

optimal classroom experiences and felt the inclusion of more "real-Hf e" 

patient scenarios would have greatly enhanced their ability to transfer 

knowledge from the classroom to their nursing units. 

While Fred lamented the dearth of hands-on training he received, 

Yvonne spoke in a divergent narrative of multiple realistic patient-care 

scenarios that moved the training from a theoretical to a practical and 

applicable level in the classroom. Sandra and Angie also spoke of good 

educational experiences that were scenario-based and adequately 

prepared them to use the software during patient encounters. As noted 

by Zytkowski (2003), many nurses still do not possess the baseline 

understanding of informatics necessary for true mastery of computer 

systems, the inclusion of patient scenarios may assist in acclimation and 
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the reduction of anxiety by blending the familiar with the unknown. Lisa 

(2009) mentioned this when we talked about incorporating scenarios 

including patient admissions: "When people are learning about, for 

example, what you said about a hospital admission, they tend to think of 

exceptions based on admissions that they've had" (Lisa, personal 

communication, December 6, 2009). Diane (2010) summarized the value 

of scenario-based training when she said, "It was helpful having the 

different training, I mean, the scenarios and all .... It just helps you to 

wrap your mind around it" (Diane, personal communication, February 12, 

2010). 

Viewed within the 3DNI space, the provision of hands-on, scenario

based training blends the personal and social aspects of classroom 

education. Lisa (2009) noted that while nurses may feel inwardly 

embarrassed about their lack of knowledge regarding this technology, 

they may be willing to share that in a small classroom group of similarly 

uncertain peers: "When you make the groups smaller, people have a 

tendency to be more public about what they don't know ... and I think 

people will be more open about their ignorance" (Lisa, personal 

communication, December 6, 2009). Lisa's comments underscore the 

importance of recognizing personal boundaries within social 

environments. While some nurses may feel intimidated and refused to 
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speak up in a large group, the more intimate nature of a smaller 

gathering may allow those nurses to feel safer and more at ease with 

their own perceived ignorance. 

Recalling the 3DNI space, these stories also speak to the physical 

and metaphysical spaces in which education took place. Fred described a 

physical space that was cramped, uncomfortable, and· not conducive to 

learning. The attitudes and expectations of instructors and students 

affect the metaphysical space in which learning is anticipated to occur. If 

the instructors believe they are unable to present enough material in the 

allotted time or are uncomfortable with the teaching methodology, those 

negative overtones will be tacitly communicated to the students in the 

classroom. In like manner, if nurses attend training classes with the 

preconception that they will not learn; that the training is not worthwhile 

or does not apply to them, the metaphysical space and learning that 

occurs within it will be negatively impacted. 

An important and somewhat unexpected sub-theme runs through 

the conversations about education. Several participants commented on 

generational differences, manifested in the way training seemed to be 

processed and accepted by nurses of different ages. Several authors 

(Moody, Slocum, Berg, & Jackson, 2004; Mccannon & Neal, 2003; 

American Association of Colleges of Nursing, 2009) have spoken about 
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generational differences in accepting and adapting to electronic systems, 

so I felt I would encounter some discussion along these lines. However, I 

did not expect the prominence of this theme in the stories I was told. 

From my younger and older participants alike came the same story: 

the older nurses were perceived as having a more difficult time learning 

and using the electronic documentation systems. Yvonne (2009) 

considered the older nurses in her facility, those who did not grow up 

with electronic devices, to be the most challenging aspect of the 

implementation process. She explained that the older nurses tend to be 

more set in their ways, but emphasized "It's not that they're bad nurses; 

they're some of the best nurses we have, but it's hard for them to wrap 

their mind around some of the electronics" (Yvonne, personal 

communication, November 29, 2009). Viewed narratively, these 

generational differences encompass not only the internal and very 

personal struggles of older nurses as they attempt to learn new 

technology but also the social, interpersonal effects of those differences. 

Younger nurses, and perhaps administrators, may anticipate that older 

nurses will encounter difficulties, resulting in expectations that may 

often be withou~ foundation. In return, the frustration and anxiety felt by 

older nurses who do experience difficulties may be reflected to their 

peers, as described by Yvonne in this telling story: 
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If there was a way to make it easier for them, I think the rest of us 

would have a better time. I don't want to say that they're holding 

us back but they're. so miserable that when any change is made, it's 

like watching a horse sit down and trying to get them to get up. 

They're not going to get up, even when it's a good thing, like if you 

had some new corn and said, "Come eat with us" but they won't. 

It's tough trying to teach them but until they're willing to learn and 

see that it's really not hurtful, it doesn't work. (Yvonne, personal 

communication, November 29, 2009) 

Diane and Angie, the youngest participants in this study, offered 

similar, though not as striking, observations regarding generational 

differences in their experiences. Diane (2010), who became a super-user 

in her facility, spent much of her time on the nursing unit assisting a 

small group of older nurses who had persistent difficulties with the 

computer applications, while Angie (2010) described older nurses who 

either cried or became angry in their frustration. Again, these attitudes 

affected not only the individuals involved but their co-workers as well. 

The participants' narratives reflect the temporal, interactive, and 

spatial elements of their education experiences related to electronic 

documentation. Plotted within the 3DNI space, the descriptions of 

narrative moments provided by these nurses clarify their desire for 
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education that is relevant, reality-based, and timely. The provision of 

adequate and appropriate education experiences is intimately conjoined 

to the provision of support throughout the implementation process. 

The Theme of Support 

The theme of support is featured prominently in the stories told by 

these nurses. All participants spoke at length about support and their 

perceptions of its relative importance in their own institutions. Some of 

the stories included words of praise for support provided from a variety 

of sources, while others told of woefully inadequate support that 

endangered the success of their implementation and the very safety of 

patients in their care. As I listened to and read these stories, I reflected 

on the many facets of support in this complex process: 

This concept of support seems to encompass everything and it's 

everywhere. When I thought of support, I immediately came back to 

what our administration provided or failed to provide but it's much 

more than that. From what these folks are saying, they see support 

as internal, external, peer-to-peer, and it goes in all directions; from 

the top down and the bottom up." (J. Smith, journal entry, January 

22, 2010) 

Evolving as the study moved forward, this theme became more pervasive 

than I anticipated. In my own transition experience, administrative 
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support was somewhat lacking in that we were not provided enough 

additional direct care and super-users to adequately support the go-live 

process. I was surprised by the volume of participants' references to 

other forms of support in their narratives. 

Support is a critical element in the success of any large enterprise 

and may include financial, human resources, emotional, physical, and a 

host of less obvious considerations. Communication as a form of support 

was highlighted in several of my conversations with nurses and reflects 

the importance of remembering Kotter and Cohen's (2002) advice: 

"People change what they do less because they are given analysis that 

shifts their thinking than because they are shown a truth that influences 

their feeling" (p. 1). Communication across all organizational levels may 

assist in the demonstration of truths that apply to decisions relative to 

HIT systems. 

Several participants complained about poor communication from 

their respective hospital administrators at the onset of the HIT 

implementation process. Emily (2009) described that time as very 

stressful and said, "The administration didn't get staff to buy in" (Emily, 

personal communication, October 15, 2009). Lisa (2009) encountered 

similar problems, recalling that information was typically sent to the 

facility from corporate headquarters and nurses were told, "This is the 
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change we are going to make" (Lisa, personal communication, December 

6, 2009). She estimated that more than half of the nurses were shocked 

when the announcement was made because of poor communication. 

While these examples may be seen as a form of "benign neglect", Fred's 

(2009) experience hints at a more direct attempt to limit and control 

communication: 

The nurses on the floor never got to see it and never got a voice in 

the decision process. For me, that set kind of a bad tone from the 

beginning and it never got any better, I mean we - you know - the 

nurses doing the work, didn't have a say in what we were going to 

use but at least there was some nursing input, even if it did all 

come from the managers. That's at least something. So, they 

decided what we'd use and when that was done the CNO made an 

announcement and said that we'd be changing to computer 

documentation and the paper notes would go away. I don't . 

remember if she gave a date when that would happen. I remember 

that there wasn't a whole lot of questions asked during that 

meeting; I think everyone· was afraid to ask anything because the 

whole tone was kind of like, "You will do this. We decided what's 

going to happen and you'll just have to deal with it." It didn't 

happen then but I remember a later meeting where a nurse 
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complained about some things and was told, "If you don't like it, 

leave." It was that cut and dry; either you sucked it up and got with 

it or you better be looking elsewhere. Not a real friendly kind of 

atmosphere. It was too bad that it got handled th-at way and it kept 

on going that way, so I guess my thought is, the announcement was 

more of an edict that was made without input from the eventual 

users of the system. (Fred, personal communication, December 15, 

2009) 

Taken at face value, Fred's experience represents an unfortunate 

example of poor communication and support, as well as a disregard for 

the precepts of any significant change theory. I have previously 

mentioned Pearce's (2007) ten steps to managing change as an example 

of change theory. In this case, it appears adequate support was not 

provided, staff was not involved, the impact on team members was 

ignored, and communication was poor. From Fred's perspective as a staff 

nurse and potential end-user of the new system, the results were fear, 

anxiety, and resistance to change. Diane voiced similar sentiments with 

regard to the importance of communication as a form of support. 

Speaking about communication that flows from the administrative and 

implementation teams to the staff, she cited communication as the key 

ingredient for success during the progression of the transition period. 
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After talking to nurses about the need for communication in this 

transition process and identifying communication as a form of support, I 

spoke with a neuropsychologist about communication in corporate 

settings. He remarked that even a little communication, applied at the 

correct times, acts to support individuals, workgroups, and projects: "It 

doesn't take a lot to be supportive" (J. Duhon, personal communication, 

March 10, 2010). 

The nurse participants also strongly emphasized the need for 

personnel support in the form of additional resources. Several made it 

clear that additional support staff should be available on the go-live day 

and for some time thereafter; including additional registered nurses, 

super-users, and information services personnel. Those who said they 

had these additional support personnel available, such as Lisa, Mary, and 

Diane, described positive experiences, with reduced tension, frustration, 

and anxiety. Others, including Fred and Emily, had little or no additional 

support at go-live and experienced heightened anxiety and fear. Fred 

(2009) seemed clearly convinced that more people would have helped and 

he specifically mentioned the number of super-users available on the first 

day. 

These latter experiences closely mirror my own transition 

experience. With little additional support available, I clearly remember 
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the anger and frustration voiced by nurses in my own facility; a situation 

that could have been mitigated by allowing for one or two additional staff 

on each floor. As a consultant for many HIT implementation projects, I 

have witnessed first-hand a wide range of scenarios during the go-live 

process; from frustration and anxiety to confidence and self-assurance. In 

my experience through multiple system implementations, the provision 

of additional patient care and support staff during this time produced 

marked differences in nurses' attitudes and adoption of the electronic 

documentation systems. 

From these stories it appears the level of perceived administrative 

support during the implementation process inversely affects the levels of 

anxiety and stress experienced by nurses. Sandra and Angie felt 

administrative support was evident in their facilities and described only 

minor anxiety and frustration during the transition, while Yvonne (2009) 

described increased frustration that the nurses' point of view was not 

taken into account when administrative decisions were made: "We're the 

ones who have to use it and if people who never use it make all of the 

decisions, you end up with what we have and it's all fragmented" (Diane, 

personal communication, November 29, 2009). 

While the need for support through open communication remains 

constant along the axis of temporality, the experiences related by Diane 
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and Lisa indicate that improved competence and system stability reduce 

the need for additional personnel over time. These nurses had additional 

super-user assistance during the go-live week and found they needed 

fewer support personnel as time progressed. When I asked her to talk 

about how this progression to competence occurred, Diane (2010) 

remarked, "Well, it was, all of a sudden you woke up and it was flowing 

and you're not so fragmented. It's more the end product of just sticking 

with it and doing it over time" (Diane, personal communication, February 

12, 2010). This temporal change in competence and confidence is 

consistent with Benner's (2001) continuum of movement from novice to 

expert. Nurses begin the transition to electronic documentation as 

novices, requiring large doses of support from a variety of sources. As 

they continue to use the technology they become more proficient and 

confident in their own abilities, reducing the need for external support. 

In summarizing what she would request of the designers and 

implementation teams, Lisa (2009), cautioned them to remember and 

support the end-users of these systems: 

I think it's setting up the environment. I think they have a tendency 

to for get what it's like in the trenches; that it's so simple for them 

in their heads, that they forget that it's hard to learn new things 

like this and apply it to your day today. I'd say that what they say 
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on paper needs to be translated into reality because they often 

don't supply the resources that are described on paper. (Lisa, 

personal communication, December 16, 2009) 

Recalling other authors' findings, these nurses' comments 

regarding support are not without precedence in the literature. Marcus, 

Dorn, Kriteck, Miller, and Wyatt (1995) noted that sustainable 

achievement of organizational goals during periods of rapid change 

demand flexibility at all levels, which is manifested in communication 

and support. Likewise, Saleem et al. (2005) spoke about the barriers 

imposed by lack of coordination between staff. Such barriers may result 

in significant changes in the positioning of the narrative moment within 

the 3DNI space; especially along the plane of interaction as social 

interaction between staff is thwarted by impaired communication. 

Additionally, communication emerged again within the environment of 

care as nurses discussed the impact of electronic documentation systems 

on patient safety. 

The Theme of Environment of Care 

From a personal perspective, the environment of care quickly 

became the most interesting theme identified in these stories of 

transition to electronic documentation. The theme encompasses 

discussions of patient safety as well as aspects of support~ education. 
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Generational differences, communication, staff and administrative 

attitudes; beliefs, and expectations; and support all thread together to 

affect the environment of care. This theme also provides perhaps the best 

example of how the planes of the 3DNI space converge at the narrative 

moment. 

Communication has been mentioned as a form of support and also 

appears in our narratives as an essential element in the environment of 

care. It is a meta-theme, running through the major themes of education, 

support, and the environment of care. In discourses about support, 

communication appears as a strategy, while it becomes a desired 

outcome in the environment of care. Its pre-eminence in any discussion 

of patient safety is borne out in the literature and in the stories told by 

nurses who found communication affected in many ways by the 

introduction of electronic nursing documentation. Casanova et al. (2007) 

called effective communication essential to professional collaboration, 

while Kash, Gamm, Bolin, and Peck (2005) described electronic 

documentation as a natural focal point for communication and 

collaboration. 

Most of the nurses I interviewed commented at length regarding 

the place of electronic documentation in the environment of care and 

each described a significant change in personal perception over time. 
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They described an environment that was initially less safe, due to 

decreased support, communication, and educational issues. Emily (2009) 

initially felt that the introduction of electronic documentation impaired 

patient safety because of poor communication and diversion of nursing 

focus from the patient to the computer. She described feeling that the 

computer was driving the way she delivered care and noted, "I felt like it 

was too overwhelming and you couldn't focus in on the things you 

needed to do for your patients because you were so tied into the 

computer" (Emily, personal communication, October 15, 2009). 

I discussed this phenomenon of nursing the computer with several 

of the participants who echoed Emily's initial impressions. Fred (2009) 

animatedly noted that a physician in his facility had complained 

specifically about this phenomenon; nurses seemed to be spending far 

too much time concentrating on the mechanics of charting and too little 

time with patients. Lisa (2009) felt that as she was trying to learn how to 

use the new technology, her patients suffered because she could not 

respond as quickly to their needs as she wanted. She felt trapped by the 

competing priorities of patient care and organizational demands to 

document online, describing it as being " ... locked in a box, for lack of a 

better description" (Lisa, personal communication, December 6, 2009). 

The problem of competing priorities while learning electronic 
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documentation was also described by Diane (2010), who suggested that it 

is initially difficult for nurses to meet their varied responsibilities: to 

their patients, themselves, and to document accurately. 

While each of these nurses described situations in which the 

introduction of electronic documentation appeared to have a negative 

influence on patient safety, a pronounced change in these perceptions 

can be seen as we move forward along the temporal plane. Over time, 

every nurse who described initial misgivings related to patient safety 

found their opinions radically changed from negative to overwhelmingly 

positive. Mary (2009), Sandra (2010), and Angie (2010) spoke of electronic 

documentation and point-of-care charting as time-saving elements that 

allowed them to spend more time with their patients, thus enhancing 

nurse-patient communication and providing an improved environment of 

care. Emily described it this way: 

I was able to basically multitask. I was able to have a conversation 

as I was documenting on the patient, asking some questions, and 

as he was answering my questions about how he felt, also doing 

part of my physical assessment, looking over the patient and being 

able to document right there, which was for me a great tool for 

managing your patient. (Emily, personal communication, October 

15, 2009) 
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Diane (2010) described a similar progression in her experience as 

she came to see electronic documentation as a positive force for patient 

safety. She cited the user prompts included in the system as an example 

of built-in safety measures and related a cautionary tale regarding the 

individual nurse's responsibility to attend to these prompts: 

If you're charting and you're not asking the questions that it's 

prompting you to ask [the patient], then that's your fault or 

nursing judgment not to have a complete nursing record. So, if you 

don't and it's not there, you only have yourself to blame for that .... 

So, there are ways to get around it but hopefully most nurses, for 

themselves, aren't doing that. (Diane, personal communication, 

February 18, 2010) 

The theme of the environment of care described by nurse 

participants also fits well along the interaction axis within the three

dimensional narrative space, since communication and patient safety 

encompass personal and social elements. When I asked Emily (2009) how 

her patients reacte<i to her charting in the room, she told me felt they 

liked it because "They felt like there was someone there all the time 

instead of always looking for the nurse" (Emily, personal communication, 

Nov. 1, 2009). Fred (2009) commented that the clearer and more readable 

documentation has changed his practice by helping him with time 
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management and obviating the need for deciphering other nurses' 

writing. He too felt that once patients understood why nurses were 

charting on computers in the room, they were quite responsive and felt 

safer with the increased physical presence. 

Once they became adept and confident using the technology, my 

participants felt the electronic record provided a clarity that enhanced 

nurse-nurse communication at shift change and during transfers from 

one level of care to another. Participants suggested that it takes from 60 

to 90 days after the go-live date for staff to become fully competent and 

confident with a new electronic documentation system. Regardless of the 

physical space in which the technology was used, each nurse pref erred 

reading the electronic chart, whether on-screen or in a printed report, to 

reading handwritten nursing notes, as they could more easily plot trends 

and significant changes in patient condition. This sentiment is consistent 

with Dignem and McCarten's (2002) suggestions that computerized 

documentation can enhance the ability to identify problem areas in 

charted patient goals and outcomes, as well as Lee's (2006) observations 

that electronic nursing documentation systems can introduce nurses to 

new skills and knowledge that may improve the quality of their care. 
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Conclusions and Implications 

Registered nurses describe individual and personally held, yet 

communally shared experiences during their transition from paper to 

electronic nursing documentation. For the purposes of clarity and 

consistency within the 3DNI space, the conclusions and implications 

drawn from their narratives are arranged along the plane of temporality, 

beginning in the planning stages and continuing after the go-live 

experience to a state of normalization stretching into an implied future. 

Planning 

The quality of administrative communication regarding 

implementation plans and progress affects staff attitudes. Decreased 

communication and draconian approaches to management may result in 

increased anxiety, fear, and frustration. Improved communication can 

result in decreased anxiety and fear as staff feels more involved in the 

process. As an integral part of the overall system implementation plan, 

hospital administrators should develop a plan for the provision of 

adequate communication during all phases of the project. 

Communication is a critical component in the provision of support 

and nurses desire improved communication from hospital administrators 

about all phases of the project to install electronic documentation 

systems. Hospital administrators should realize that the quality of their 
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communication regarding implementation plans and progress affects 

nurses' attitudes toward the new system. Recognizing that nurses, as the 

largest group of electronic documentation system users, can exert a 

profound effect upon the success of the transition project, 

administrators should endeavor to reduce nurses' feelings of anger, 

frustration, and resistance to change by providing communication that is 

both informative and supportive. 

Although a small but often vocal percentage of nurses may express 

negative sentiments and resist adoption of the system, most nurses 

believe that electronic documentation will be beneficial for their practice 

and want to see implementation projects succeed. Beginning with the 

initial introduction of transition plans to the nursing staff, administrators 

should accept that some nurses will react with demonstrative anger and 

resistance, and should work to minimize this influence during the 

transition by involving them in the process. Further, administrators 

should resist the temptation to broadly characterize nurses as negative 

and resistant, based on the actions of a small minority, remembering that 

most nurses believe in electronic nursing documentation and want to see 

the transition succeed. 
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Preparation and Education 

Education is often scheduled too far ahead of actual usage and 

nurses lose much of their knowledge because they do not have 

opportunities to use it in practice before the go-live date. Education 

should be as timely as possible, with opportunities for refreshing 

knowledge prior to and after the go-live date. Scenario-based, hands-on 

education for electronic documentation systems, highlighting practical 

applications of the software is preferred to demonstration/return 

demonstration-style training that is concentrated on software 

functionality. Education should be scenario-based and hands-on, 

highlighting the practical application of the software, rather than specific 

functionality found in the software. Nurses often find it difficult to 

extrapolate significant meaning from demonstrations to their "real 

world" clinical settings and desire training that closely emulates the 

manner in which they will be expected to use computer applications. 

Hospitals typically provide approximately eight hours of training 

for nurses learning electronic documentation. The single, eight-hour 

format is too lengthy for optimal retention of learning. Findings suggest 

that nurses might retain more information about charting systems when 

training is broken up into smaller chunks instead of one long session. To 

facilitate improved retention of important material, administrators 
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should consider offering eight hours of training 2 four-hour sessions 

instead of one long session. 

Implementation: Looking Toward Go-live 

The findings in this study suggest that direct-care nurses want to 

be involved in the evaluation and implementation of electronic systems 

meant for their use. When excluded, they describe decreased feelings of 

ownership and are less likely to off er constructive suggestions for system 

improvement. Inclusion of direct-care nurses in the evaluation and 

implementation of electronic systems meant for their use will improve 

nurses' attitudes and impressions of system ownership, fostering 

communication and the practical implementation of suggestions for 

system improvement. 

The addition of supplemental staff is a critical need during the go

live process and should include additional nurses for patient care, super

users to assist the direct-care staff, and IT staff to aid in troubleshooting 

and rapid design alterations. Because patient care is provided on a round

the-clock basis, supplemental personnel and access to support services 

should be distributed across all days and shifts; including weekends and · 

night shifts. The system implementation budget should provide for 

additional support staff during the go-live process. The increase in short

term costs will likely be more than offset by long-term gains in employee 
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satisfaction and decreased overtime as nurses develop competence using 

the system. 

As nurses learned and adapted to the system during the first days 

or weeks of use, the electronic documentation system may initially be 

viewed as an impediment to patient safety. However, as nurses become 

more competent and confident in its use they generally view the system 

as a positive adjunct in the environment of care; enhancing patient safety 

through improved communication and clarity of the medical record. 

Hospital administrators planning to transition from paper to electronic 

nursing documentation should anticipate and address the potential for 

safety issues related to possible diversion of nursing focus from the 

patient to the computer during the initial go-live period; a phenomenon 

ref erred to here as nursing the computer. Although this phenomenon 

appears to be a transitory function of adaptation, administrators should 

be cognizant of its possible negative effects during transition. 

Implementation: Normalization 

As well as being a strategy for providing support during the pre go

live phase, communication becomes a key outcome in the environment of 

care and patient safety. The electronic record can improve nurse-nurse, 

nurse-physician, and nurse-patient communication because it is legible, 

logically organized, and readily accessible. Administrators should 
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emphasize the improvements in communication made possible through 

the use of electronic documentation by emphasizing to all stakeholders 

its excellent legibility, logic~ organization, and improved availability 

through online and printed media. 

It takes several weeks or months for nurses to feel they are fully 

proficient and confident in the use of computerized charting systems. 

Nurses should be prepared for the learning curve encountered when 

learning a complex electronic system and should expect that it will take 

several weeks or months for them to feel fully proficient and confident in 

its use. Hospital administrators should make preparations for the 

identification and remediation of difficulties encountered mastering the 

charting system. 

Considering these conclusions and implications in toto, all 

professionals involved in the design, building, and implementation of 

electronic nursing documentation systems should recall that nurses 

desire systems that provide for patient safety, clear and accurate 

documentation, real-time and simultaneous access to patient 

information, quality care consistent with best practice and evidence

based research, ease of learning and use, and time savings. Further, all 

stakeholders should remember that while it occupies a significant place 

in the timeline of any HIT implementation project, the go-live date should 
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not be viewed as the penultimate achievement in this process. Rather, it 

should be seen as an important way station, pointing to a future in which 

the electronic record may fulfill all of its many promises. 

For vendors and administrators, the go-live date may represent the 

zenith of engagement, fallowed by a rapid decrease in direct involvement 

over the next several weeks. This stands in contradistinction to the 

experiences of nurses, for whom the go-live date represents not an 

ending, but a new beginning. As shown in Figure 2, the period of 

planning, education, and looking toward the go-live represents a finite 

period of time; described by identifiable beginning and endpoints. The 

period of normalization continues on into an implied future without a 

defined ending. 
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Although any conclusions and implications drawn from this 

narrative inquiry are naturally limited by the small sample size and the 

qualitative nature of the study, this fact should not diminish the 

importance of paying heed to the voices represented in these storied 

experiences. Rather, the consistent sentiments and common themes 

identified here implicate all stakeholders in the implementation of 

electronic records to constantly strive to improve our education, 

communication, support, and environment of care. 

Recommendations for Further Study 

The nurses who participated in this study unanimously agreed that 

scenario-based, hands-on training is necessary to adequately learn the 

intricacies of electronic nursing documentation software within a 

timeframe that will support anticipated go-live dates. Whether this 

anecdotal evidence represents only nurses' preferences or a true 

requirement based on the unique learning curve presented by the 

material itself cannot be known from this narrative inquiry. Further study 

into appropriate educational methodologies could strengthen 

recommendations for educators and administrators of healthcare entities 

planning staff education for future implementations. 

Another consistent element of nurses' storied experiences in this 

study was the complaint that the timeframe for education, regardless of 
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its form, was typically sub-optimal because it was provided too far ahead 

of the go-live date. Further study in this area should investigate the 

relationship of education timing to the retention of learning at go-live 

and should attempt to identify educational interventions that will boost 

retention. This study would help identify best practices for timing the 

education of several hundred nurses within a facility, with limited 

education budgets and access to instructors. 

The investigation of the group dynamics of end-user nurses' 

involvement in design and implementation is another possible study that 

logically stems from this inquiry. The nurses in this study expressed a 

desire for more involvement in their facilities' planning processes, yet 

direct-care nurses are often professionally unprepared to participate in 

committee work with hospital administrators or may be nominated to 

planning committees without expectation of true participation. 

A qualitative study of patient perceptions of point-of-care 

electronic documentation, often referred to as bedside charting is 

another possible follow-up study I find personally intriguing. I have 

discussed at some length nurses' experience with this manner of 

documenting patient notes and the participants have described their own 

interpretations of patient reactions. It would be worthwhile to study 

patients' experiences when nurses chart using computers at the bedside. 
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Certainly there are other possible studies that could logically stem 

from this narrative inquiry but those mentioned here represent the types 

of studies that appear to hold the most promise for continuing this line 

of inquiry. Retelling the storied experiences of nurses' transition from 

paper to electronic documentation opens the door to more in-depth 

discussions about education practices, the dynamics of support in 

healthcare organizations, and the effects of technology in the 

environment of care. Recalling Lao-tzu's (trans. 1992) words that "The 

path into the light seems dark, the path forward seems to go back, and 

the direct path seems long" (p. 41), it is my hope that this study may 

serve as valuable step toward the completion of that journey. 
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APPENDIX A 

Interview Schedule 



Interview Schedule 

The following questions were used during initial semi-structured 

interviews with nurses who have agreed to participate in this study: 

1. Please describe your feelings at the time when you first heard that 

nursing documentation in your facility would be changing from paper to 

computers. 

2. How have those feelings developed or changed from that time to the 

present? 

3. How do you feel the introduction of electronic documentation has 

affected your practice of nursing? 

4. How would you describe your personal experience in this conversion 

from paper documentation to electronic nursing documentation? 

5. Please describe the most challenging aspect of this change to electronic 

documentation. 

6. Please describe the easiest aspect of this change. 

7. If the designers of your HIT system and the administrators of your 

hospital were gathered in one place, what would you most like to tell 

them about your experience and what should be done to assure success 

and satisfaction in future implementations? 
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